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usiness Men's
cade Over Disbeing perfected for
Good Will Tour of
erchants and proen. scheduled for
Aug. 21 and Friday,
promote this commuially this year's ree Dark Tobacco Fes29 through Septements have been made
to carry a 10-piece
ted from the Butler
no, and efforts are
to enlist coopersusiness men to make
or both days. Brief
I be made by Princethe float, at each
t.
will be the same as
ars, starting from
88 o'clock Wednesday
d visiting Eddyville,
rmingham. Benton,
ray, Cadiz, HopkinsCrofton. Nortonville,
and Central City, rePrinceton about 7
night. Friday's tour
Dawsla Spengs,
Madisonville, Hanson,
Sebree. Dixon, Morurg i a , Sullivan,
Clay. Providence,
Fredonia.
Will Tour, originally
years ago by the
Club to visit the area
be flooded by the
Dam, in an effort to
able citizens to
came the principal
the Tobacco Fesilval
d is intended to fele purpose next week.
I Kiwanis and Rotahave been invited
ercial Club to lend
toward making this
complete success.
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Rabb Held For Governor to Name
Killing as Wife's Draft Hbards for
Father Succumbs

IN LINE WITH
PRINCETON'S PROGRESS
Postcard notices are going out thin we
to all Leader subaerlbers wEose
subscriptions have expired, or are about to expire, and as soon a* the complete
persons
mailing list has been covered, revision will be made elimina•ing all
who have signified their desire to receive this newspaper by payinclor it.

traept

Free circulation is valueless to us and to our advertisers, it is expensive
and it cannot lawfully be sent through the mails.

It is well established as fact that there is little or no reader interest in
newspapers, so-called shopping guides and other printed matter sent to persons
without their sanction or.request. It should be equally obvious that, a newspaper
which does not receive material support in the :orm of paid subscriptions at a
profitable price cannot be expected to hire capable workers enough to produce
the sort of newspaper we earnestly desire the Leader to be.

'
Publisher
G. M. PEDLEY,

Bass Biting One Case of Polio
Highway Locating Big
At Hopson's Pond
In West Kentucky
Engineers Move Here
Crew of 11 Sent to
Princeton From
Owensboro,Paducah

-1 Big bass are biting right
briskly out at Hopson's Pond,
a 60-acre body of water from
which local Murals have

Defense Program

"Hated to do it", Says
Caldwell Man Who Four Lists of Names Reported Sent to FrankSurrenders to Offi- fort as Kentucky Moves to Cooperate in
cer Here
National Defense Plan - Citizens Chosen
Will Serve Without Pay
Carl Nabb, 35, is in the Cald-

Health Officer Advises
Precautions Against
Dread Disease

well county jail charged with
murder of his father-in-law, Bob
Jcnes, 50, who died in Jennie
Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville,
Tuesday night at 9 o'clock of

Reports current here this week the physician being paid, the
were that four lists containing Associated Press report said. Tb
names of prominent citizens of Governor will name the boards,
Princeton and Caldwell county for each of the State's 120 co were sent to Frankfort this week, ties.
This step is to conform with
wounds alleged to have been in- from which will be selected a
fected by Nabb Monday after- board to pass upon eligibles for plans to speed operation of the
of the United conscription law, if it is passed,
noon. Both men were farmers in the armed forces
States, under the National De- and in line with plans of J. J.
the White School section, where
fense Act now pending in Con- Greenleaf, Richmond, named
the shoting occurred.
Kentucky defense coordinator
gress.
Nabb came to the Sheriff's ofAs in all other counties of the last week by Gov, Keen Johnson.
Draft plans for Kentucky, in
fice immediately after the shoot- State, is is reported four perbill passes,
ing and surrendered to Deputy sons in this county were request- case the conscription
ed by the Governor's office to are being worked out by Major
Dow
He
gave
Morse.
Sheriff
furnish such lists. The county W. If. Hansen and Capt. Edward
Morse a pistol he said he shot board will have four members, F. Settler, of the Kentucky NaJones with, and a butcher knife, one of whom will be a doctor, an tional Guard, They were assignwith which Nabb said Jones at- Associated Press dispatch Mon- ed to the task by Adj. Gen. John
day stated. It Is announced the A. Polln, who got permission from
tacked him,
to let them
"I hated to do it but I had to", draft board will be non-partisan, the War Department
of
Nabb told Morse when he sur- chief requirement of its mem- work on draft plans instead
bers being a high sense of pa- taking part in Fifth Corps Area
rendered.
summer training and war maneuExamining trial is set for Tues- triotic duty,
Three members of the board vers now in progress in Wisconday. Aug. 20, County Judge A. F.
will draw no compensation, only sin.
Hanberry stated Wednesday.

been taking some good ones
at intervals this summer.
Tuesday Jim Beck snagged
one weighing 6 pounds, 14
ounczs; two taken by Harry

Nation's Biggest Peacetime
Army Starts War Games

Four Men Arrested on
With nine cases of infantile Breach of Peace Charge
paralysis reported in the State
Monroe Trotter, Rep Dunning,
during the lest two weeks, CounEdwin Pool and Norman Pool
ty Health Officer J. M. Disinuan were arrested Tuesday night on
The Nation's largest peace- State. Nine special trains and 174
warns Caldwell countians to stay charges of breach of the peace
Blades weighed 8 pounds, 4
army of 70,000 men-3,000 motor vehicles were used to
time
a
in
out of sections where the dis- and disorderly conduct
ounces and els pounds; G.
Kentuckians, are en- transport the Kentuckians to
them
of
public place in the Piney Grove
ease is preeNent.
Homer Brown landed a 1 3-4
Adin Princeton.
by camped for three weeks in north- the s4e of the maneuvers.
Caldwell
county
el
section
Brown,
pounder; Herman
Any cases devviophae here will
and ern Wisconsin for lessons in mod- jutant General J. A. Polin was in
Offices are upstairs in the
Dunning
Mitchell,
Sheriff
two scaling 4,1 and 21i
be quarantined and those con- Trotter made bond and the Pool ern warfare, with emphasis upon charge
Lisanby building, East Court
pounds, and Jimmy Lee Beck,
games", weett
.11ee "war
these patients will be bcys were lodged in the county , mechanized conflict.
tacting
crew
11
Square, This will bring
a 2-pounder.
Kentucky's forces, virtually all guards men from Illinois, IndiExamining trial is set for
jail.
Dr.
under
close
oloseryetion,
kept
members here, with a monthly
the State's National Guard, went ana, Ohio, West Virginia, Michi10 o'clpck Friday morning.
Disherian assured.
payroll of approximately $1,700.
by truck and train last Sunday gan, Wislansin and Kentucky,
•
•
"Doctors do not know what
Camp Williams. It was the first taking part, started Tuesday with
to
here from
moving
Those
is
it
causes the disease or how
Books
Kentucky guardsmen have "Red" and "Blue" armies in the r
1time
chief
Owensboro are: E. P. Abler,
I spread, but the best precautions
their training outside the field.
we can recemmend now are to
of party; P. F, Stewart, designmilk
boiled
drink
or
pasturized
ing engineer. From Paducah
,
_
C. J. Clifton. Kuttawa, and W.
and to keep homes screened
come: Tom Belt, designing enW. Childress, Priuceton, present
Dishman
Dr.
insects",
against
gineer; :J. F. Henderson. assistdirector and advisory committee- ,
stated.
ant chief of party; J. P. Powley,
man fcr this district, were re- Field Worker
I
reis
cases
only
these
one
of
junior designing engineer; F. W.
without opposition at.
ported in western Kentucky, in aomineted
Mrs. A. G. Hubbard, prominent
Pirtle, junior designing engineer;
regular nominating
Saturday's
last
three
The
' Ballard county.
Paul Rilley was given perwcman Democratic leader and
H. ,Van Antwerp, senior enRegistration books ci: Caldwell cases reported in the State two meeting of members of the Eastmission to erect a fruit stand
active last surnmee among
gineering aide; Jack Gray, enbe thrown open, from in Catlettsburg and one in Ash- ern Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
will
ecunty
on the corner of N. Harrison
candidacy
gineering aide; Flayll Yates, en- August 14 through September 5,
Association, held at the court- those sponsoring the
land, were in the wake of an outand Market streets by the
' of Gov. Keen Johnson in this
opposition
gineering aide; A, J. Slayden, enno
here,
house
With
registered
to voters not properly
break of the disease in nearby
City Council at a meeting in
progineering helper; Marvin Ward, who desire to participate in the
little interest was county, has been appointed
apparent,
Pcrtsmouth, Ohio.
the City Hall Monday night,
election. The visional field workers in the State
engineering helper.
presidential and other November! There was one case in Caldwell manifested in the
Aug. 12.
Department.
Welfare
Lyon
in
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same
was
result
elections, County Clerk Phillip, county lasett year. _
Pryor McCollum, city enOne of 28 to take a week's
be
will
election
Fire at Martin Home
Final
county.
Stevens said Monday.
gineer, was instructed by the
at Frankfort last
course
training
their
at
countfes,
Does Minor Damage
both
in
held
All persons who have become
council to purchase 20 stop
respective courthouses, Saturday, week, Mrs. Hubbard assumed her
CU, delegate to the
signs like a sample shown the
The fire department was called of age since the last registration
office
Welfare
local
the
in
duties
Aug. 24.
on or
ational Convention,
council. The signs will cost.
to the home of Mrs. Lovie Martin period, or who will be 21
Mcnday morning, Aug. 12.
airmail of the Re- at 8:15 o'clock Tuesday morning, before November 5; those who
approximately $1.50 each.
Deign committee by
Wheatcrort, (P)—Following a tgricultural Class
All claims presented, which
when fire broke out in the kit- have moved from one precinct to
Sub-Station
Visits
SulWilliam
battle,
county committee
gun
who
street
voters
amounted to $652.82, were alchen through a defective flue. another, and women
farmwealthy
in City Hall SetMarion,
85,
tenger,
t
lowed.
The blaze had been extinguished have married and thus changed
Friday merning. Aug. 9, the F.
t.
Vice-chairman when Chief Sigler and his men their names must register to be Cr, was dead Monday and Deputy
Farmersvilie
of
Chapter
F.A.
ot
52,
Hankins,
L.
Sheriff Roland
Kermit Sigler, Paul arrived. Paper was burned off the eligible to vote, under the law.
Frankfort, Aug. 13 (.P)—SpecuSchool, under the guidance
e Baker, John KelIt is not necessary, Mr. Stevens Dixon, in an Evansville, Ind., High
walls, curtains destroyed and a
at- lation there might be changes
principal,
DeBoe,
Stanley
of
bullet
ock, Nif, U. Lamb,
pointed out, for persons who now hospital suffering from
appointive posts while Gov.
lead trap on the sink melted.
the annual field day at in
Negro.
are registered in the pre_inct , wounds, Testimony at a coroh- tended
Keen Johnson was on vacation
Experiment
Kentucky's
Western
The United States Army recampaign chairman
where they reside, to register lei's inquest was that Hankins
Monday
The boys this week was set at rest
Will begin now to
sought to arrest Sullenger on a farm near Princeton.
again.
Cemmissioner J. Ly- cruiting party, under Sera ant
Highway
by
:eel
and
trip,
had a pleasant
at
Dover, stationed
Glenn
blicans in Caldwell
Voters are urged to register eel drunkenness charge; that an old
Donaldson's statement that
I that the tour taught them many ter
July
rlY registered before
soon as possible in order to avoid I grudge existed and both started
contemplated during Princeton from June 7 to
was
'none
I things of importance.
23. and since then at Marion,
shooting.
election.
a last minute rush.
the Chief Executive's atsence.
has enlisted a total of 170 young
'Publican club will
pachief
Johnson's
weekDonaldson,
Cothran,
Thomas genie)
men for service in various
.ourthouse Monday
tcs
nothing
had
adviser,
0.
tronage
J.
Mrs.
and
Rev,
branches fo the armed forces of
at 7:30 c'elork to old son of
say about possible changes later.
Princeton, died Tuesthe nation, a report showed Wed.or the on-coming Cothran,
0.circulated
o'clock
being
petitions were
Aug. 13, 5
:sw chairman an- day afternoon,
Wed- nesday. Of these, 25 were from
‘i Mrs. L, M. Campbell left
at the Princeton Hospital. Funerseeking to have stellar players on
Caldwell county.
sister,
her
visit
at
to
nesday night
conduct...it
the high school squad exempted
These are: Louis C. Cooper,
,sis for grandstand al services were
Mrs. T. A. Pedley, of Denver,
Guard duties,,Will
Home by the
National
Funeral
their
from
Brown's
Thomas Cunningham.
Jewell
tie's opening adColo.
assisted by
remain in school
Ladd,
may
B,
they
W.
that
Rev.
I
James Estel Herron, Ed Dutton
d Monday, Aug.
linesmen, from last year's
wright,
prospects
bright
Hollowell, Princeton.
fulfil
and
.
Harold
Nelson, Neil Brown Lewis, Joseph
While others are bewailing
announced 'ruesthis year's
for a good year there on the regulars as nucleus of
Burial will be in the family cerig
Etheridge, Marris Davis Buchanthere Saturfrowning Fate which threatens
eandipromising
Other
Carolina,
goes
team.
thing
same
South
The
Belton,
gridiron.
on, Geo. Milton Lax, Melton J.
auto leads will go metery,
upon
C.
J.
damper
McConnell,
B.
T.
serious
are:
and
datts
a
put
many
•
schools
to
for other high
Thursday afternoon.
Ward, Herschell Walker Vinson,
Elwood", the chairRobertson, C. Fletcher. Beckner,
Harold Hollowell, Rumsey Tay- their gridiron prospects for this colleges of the State.
Fields Scott, James Edward
H.
Jr.,
Taylor,
Rtunsey
J
accomMiller,
Coach
Princeton,
But here in
lor and Albert McCaslin
season, Coach John Sims, of the
Houten, Curls Woodrow Lewis,
C. Coleman, R. L. Kern,
panied the Rev, Mr. Cothran and Butler High Tigers, is cautiously Sims, who will leave to attend a Cooper,
Wash- Edward J. Sherell, Elisha Young
401
F.
Charlie
Cherry,
Pickens,
J.
Varble,
McCaslin,
the
Den
school in the South.I
Joe Cothran to Belton with
enthusiastic .. . and declared this coaching
and ington St., foreman of the car Vinson, Earl N. Smother, Howard
feels comfortable about his , Bill Laverty, Buddy Childress
baby.
week Princeton may have the
repair crew at the I. C. ft, R. 0. Pidcock, Herman' E, Hopper,
chances; because none of his C. Mitchell.
best football team since 1937,
yards here, was seriously injured Jess Herron, Henley mLoine.
Ridgeteams,
Two out-of-state
Patrolmen,
players belcngs to the National
Steve L Ketch, Woodrow J. Mcwhich, he thinks, saw an allnone will land, S. C., tied last year 19 to 13 Monday night about 8 o'clock
thinks,
wisdale got a good
he
and,
Guard
will
coal ran Gregor, Old Shelby Pool, Theotime peak attained. Practices
day night, when
Sam's de- at Ridgeland. and De Funlak, when a car loaded wills
Uncle
in
caught
get
philus Weever, and Thomas
start Monday. Sept. 2.
a tree from State
Fla.. will be met this season. over his foot crushing three toes.
draft.
Around the circuit the men- .ense
Trigg He was removed to the I. C. Hos- Richard Stone.
are:
scheduled
a
Oteers
usual,
as
have,
about three miles
will
J. E, Crider III, son o! Mrs.
Butler
saying full mobolization
squad, County High, Dawson Springs. pita', Paducah, where attending
a. The tree had Anna Roche Crider, Fredonia, tors are
small
comparatively
Miss Louise Bostick has reNational Guard, plus eonthe road and was left Wednesday for Fort Knox of the
Capt. Hcpkinsville, Mayfield, Provi- physicians believed it may not
by
led
says,
under the new Nation- Coach Sims
be necessary to amputate he In- turned to Detroit after a pleasMarion.
and
Sturgis,
dence,
Ladd,
lc. so, instead of where he will take an examine- scrIption
center;
Reg Catlett, at
complications ant visit with her aunt, Mrs.
Defense Act, will just about
and Hobby backs, Morganfield is not on the sche- jured toes unless
highway crew, don today Thursday) for an ap- al
football squads and Sisk, McCollum
Chits. McOough,
their
Tuesday.
said
wreck
wife
his
develop,
the
in
Cadet
borrowed axes and ;PoIntment as flying
week, two and Perry, Sharkey, and Cart- dule.
at Hopkinsville this
cbstructien.
'Army Air Corps.
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First and secant:- district locating engineers of the State Highway Department, with headquarters formerly at Paducah
and Owensboro, have been consolidated with new headquarters
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Open Aug.14-Sept.5

Clifton, Childress
Are Renominated

First Voters and OthersNotProperly
Listed May Register

i
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Keen Not Dodging
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25 Caldwell Youths
Enlist in Army
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at Hospital Here

No Draft Felt at Butler High
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Foot Here Monday

•
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J. E.Crider Takes
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arm, and to arm to such an extent
that the forces of conquest and ruin will not
dare make an attack upon us or on any part
tinue to

The Princeton

LEADER
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
Editor and Publisher
Princeton,
Catered as second class matter at
Ky.. under the Act of Congress of
March 8, 1879
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
to
The Associated Press is exclusively entlt'ed
the use for republication of all the news discredited
patches credited to it, or not otherwise
to this paper and also the local news published
herein.
ADVERTISING RATIOS
Oard of Thanks $1.00
Reading Notices 2c a word, minimum charge 50c
Obluarios and Resolutions or Respect, ac a word
reign advertising rate, 40c; Local advertising
rates furnished on request
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
V.esideat of Caldwell County, $1.00 a year. Outside of County, $1.50 a year.

"To this end, each citizen must be ready
and of
and willing for real sacrifice of time
In
service.
personal
substance, and for hard
conditions,
and
problems
the face of terriffic

NTIJCKY PRES.
ASSOCIATIOry
OtWISSIA

a mai

Member National Editorial Association
Member West Kentucky Press Assoc.ation

In a land far across the sea, a not unusual farewell sentiment is spoken: Go With

God.
Certainly
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genial, ever

to rest upon laurels already gained, without
... except as is his duty
thought of tomorrow.
as a good citizen of the greatest democracy
of all time.

have no thought but to prepare for whatever
betides.
As one who is beyond and above the demands and the penalities of pol:tical life,
Cordell Hull has spoken words of wisdom,
from a full experience and knowledge of the

James. Lamarr Bradley, of the Providence
Enterprise, enclosed a Centennial Supple-

age, in abundant measure, into the Great

ment with a recent edition of his newspaper.
Its pages brimmed with information both
historic and current; in many illustrations

For the accolade of honor, in appr.:ciation
of signal service, and the priceless badge of
community's deep affection had been ac-

a

whose lives she so en-

richened.

•
CCiRDEILL HULL

proved the vigor of

Bradley's search

for

facts, and the attractive readableness of its
many articles make it worth laying aside for
more careful perusal and for reference.
In his eleventh year at the helm of the

BIAS THE ANSWER

Enterprise, the time has been spent profitably for Bradley. He was not long in Webster

Those good American citizens who have
been .M .a quandary about the proposed con-

county untl his earnestness, his energy and
his versatility carried his name abroad where-

scription act, now pending in Congress, who

ever newspaper men

gathered. And frcm

real thr statement issued last week by
Secretary of State Cordell Hull should be
persuaded regarding merits of the contention that nothing short of an all-out national
defense program, speedily developed, will

membership on the executive committee of
the Kentucky Press Association to the presi-

serve to safe-guard this nation.
'Secretary Hull has, by his conservative,
-patient, statesman-like conduct of an extremely difficult job, won for himself wide
acclaim as one of our greatest diplomats, as
well as one of the most able men in history
to hold the very important cabinet portfolio
fie has graced the last eight years.
list Secretary of State Hull says is
probably heard with more attention, more
tolerance and understanding, than are the
pronouncements of any other world figure
today. This because his service has been so
distinctly uncolored by politics, so marked

tion to make his work count.

liberality and broad vision.

Mr. Hull said, in part, last week:
are

"'I would greatly prefer to say that we
safe in this country and in this hemis-

phere from outside danger.
'"But

ik, "VI
in (.1
es, w
is all
sot of
-n MN
they
.E.SS •
dint;4
let offil
of 14
indou
Ice, g

THE PROVIDENCE CENTENNIAL
Documentary evidence of a native Ala-

forever left its earthly sphere ... and Princeton, last week must have carried this mess-

by
again&
the
EVRO1
at it
rardler

with every sensible citizen.
•

baman's affection for his adopted Kentucky
was furnished in abundance when Editor

Beyond.

I am firmly convinced that w:tat

is taking place in many areas of the earth
is a relentless attempt to transform the

tructive forces now abroad elsewhere in the
world, and to command- respect for its rights

Granny says when Burn., Powell
came here to work for the Leader he
was

ordering

toast

cinnamon

for

It was but natural that, as the date of

of those who pioneered. His interest in such
celebration took the form of a supplement
to his newspaper. The idea grew under his
fostering hand and the result was an edition
of which Bradlye's associates are proud, and
those who know him from close contact at
press meetings gladly extend congratulations.
(Owensboro Messenger.)
8
The Sturgis News, in Union county (not
the tounty seat) recently announced that because of continued increase in cost of all
thin'o going into the publication of a newspaper today, advertising rates after August
1, would be: Readers, 10c a line; classified
ads., 3c a word; legal advertising, 50c an

• • •
The National Gallery for Art, in Washington, D. C., now nearing completion, cost
$15,000.000.
•
Twenty-one Presidents of the

United

States, including Franklin D. Roosevelt, were

Americans in 1939 smoked 172,000,000,000

come thoroughly conscious of the ... danger.
to make up their minds that we mtist con-

cigareta, 5,311,000,000 cigars and used 38,000,000 pounds of snuff.

strain.

•

hamburgers.
Now John L. Lewis, CIO dictator at
$50,000 (or spore) a year is being re-

tioned in this column recently, patrioitism in the good old USA lacks a hel-

buffed by both parties . . . victim of
the lockout stuff he has pulled on

iuva lot of being on the deadline.
•
Found: Somebody

many an industrial plant.
There are those who

may

think

Piinceton has too many new.:papers;
but not that portion of Young America
that lives out our way.- Fred Taylor
is editor and his visitor, Jack Clore,
Middlesboro, is rewrite man for The
Twice-A-Meek News, hand w:Lten
tabloid whieh "publishes" the neighborhood happenings. Fortunately for
some ol us, it has, not yet caculat,d
any scandal.
From this new opposition sheet:
weeks ago there was a baby
mule born on Linton's farm" .....The
thermometeireached 130 today" . .
"The News reporters (Bob Taylor and
Larry Pedley) have hot yet found out
whether Roosevelt will run for a third
term" .. . "Mrs Rumsey Taylor had a
birthday party with a cake and
candles and everything supposed to
go with birthdays". There was an intimate item about David losing his

who

thinks

Congresman Robsion and cohorts,
who control Kentucky GOP, soundly
trounced the Winkle men at the Republican State Ccmmittee's meeting
at Louisville; but threw a litt!e sop to
the losers when they named H. F.
Wilikle, Louisville distaling official
and Democrat, on their campaign advisory committee.
•
Passenger traffic on airlines in this
country established a new high in
July for the fifth consecutive month,
the gain being 55 percent over the
same month last year. So, don't wonder that Princeton youth is airminded
to the point or taking lessons from
Sweeney?
There was some embarrassment
when Larry announced at his Aunt
Grace's house he had been wearing
the same shirt all week, saving his
clothes to go visiting.
Operating in two towns is, at times,
something of a chore, says Saul Pogrotsky, whose new Madisonville establishment claims much of his time
latterly . . . Pennyrtler
;

sympathises

though the people who live
lngton are going to get to ea,
The 60-year bate for a

a

muntry editor is -st human being,
.00king for the same things in Life
we all look for". Raize F. Dia7r, former
:ity junge here and (maybe this is
:he reason he thinks echturs are
the Fourth
human) a worker in
Estate at Princeton, years ago.
Friend Dorr, now a resident of
'...ouisvale, writes to Charley White:
'The Leader has submitted to a gentral bath and donned real stream.ined
rayon underwear, giving the citizens
): the old home town a real, honestto-goodness weekly newspaper of
which they should be prcud. Don't be
satisfied with paying the editor in

dN

major parties to stidt a sae
plank in their pla..orat sao.i
also favor the extenai.r, ot

It happened at Chicagc an:
ordinary circumstances acti.:
plank would be oefened u.,

the next .essiLiii of Congtzg
seems ce.i.ain tha; Co:4.es,
riga: on tnivagh. and ilireaa;
gressman has ta:utta c...o
to Rep. Jennings R.i11(1,:ida,
sa,,m;
..0 party are s. eager ill .
yo.

700,000 lbitbout Vote
It shou.d be sAne kind o
mentary on the kophalesit
government that the ne,:v1j

Looking Backward
FEN YEARS AGO TODAY
From our Aug. 15, 1930, Files
We are delighted to anounce that
Attorney Marshall Eldred is coming
here from Madisonville for the pra,otire of law, effealve Sept. 15.
Fredonia—Mrs. J. H. Keeling and
son. Buster, expect to leave thLs week
for Cave-In-The-Rock, Li., where they
will visit relatives.
Miss Dorothy Glass returned Wednesday after a two week's visit with
her aunt, Mrs. W. W. Sears, Paducah.
•
Quite the smartest formal affair
of the season was a dinner party given
by Mrs. Walter Towery, honoring her
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Logan, Saturday evening, in the Kiwanis room of
the Princeton hotel.
Rufus—Miss Lela Kemp and Miss
Jestine Utterback le t with an automobile party Tuesday, for Detroit,
where they will spend the fall and
win ber.
•
Mr. Everett Cherry and sister, Miss
Elva, were pleasant hosts to a party
of young folk, Thursday evening, at
the home of their parents, Mr_ and
Mrs. Charles Z. Cherry, on Mechanic
Street. The event was in honor of
their cousin, Mr. Carl Perry, Toledo,
01110.

*'Sst

the electhms. or In other

When Gov. Keen Johnson appointed
Clifford E. Smith, Frankfort attorney,
on the Kentucky National Park Board,
he gave that body one of the ablest
members available, an interested and

It isn't any trouble Just to s-m-i-l-e,
if you haven't got two country newspapers.

‘tti!

Liget of Columbia."

thanx!

devoted winker in the cause o. better
parks in Kentucky.
•
Jewell Creasey says I better duck
from today on, during squirrel season,

40,
:
vkif
:
:

of suffiage to the people it a

age, wily aunt you gec Up t
at ome and pass It?" Any
doiph answered, :n effeo..
exactly wnat we how to de

beeswax, tallow and coon-skins. Oh,

1111

4:46,
00

coming to a head. For the as

the nation's capita" got ea

nut.

primary is sure evidence Kentuckians
approve Happy's behavior since he
went to Washington . . It also indicates that many who voted against
him, for one reason or another, in
other hard races, are for him now.
•

WHEN THE BR
EUROPEAN AC

By JACK STINN/Te

so far as I can find out, ci

and othres think the Pennyriler is a

Current presidential election odds
are 6y2 to 5 in FDR's favor. Expert
Opinion is the result depends laigely
on course on the war.
•
Senator Chandler's big vote in the

WASHINGTO
DAY BOOK
Washington—It begins to

Flags on windshields of automobiles
are becoming popular lat.eriy. As men-

lawyers.

and interests abroad, is for our people to be-

By G. M. P.

and will bet a reasonable sum Saul's
sunny disposition Ls under a helluva

breakfast and now he is eating large

•

vertising rato schedule.

Nation to avoid being drawn into serious
trouble or actual war by the wild and des-

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPS

money, I think.

Providence's centennial approached, the a;ole
young editor would prepare to share the
memories of a century with the descendants

Seen

rave Danger
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and in this
and in Asia whose bust.phere, the nen
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his profession, and a convincing determina-

step directed

thentvand years ago.

the maintenance of our national institutions
"The one and only sure way for our

.
f/1"
A nw ewerras AGO ECONOMI.T5 maRtairla
tbERMAN, RAVE REWARpip
WHETHER EUROPE WOULD FINO APPETi1'E,5 FOR
ItternSii atoeitel NAVE SEEN
PARIS OmzEas soa nigjrt
ITS PILING UP F000 5oRPL1JSES. NOW aLOCKAPEa
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trr TERS OVER 70 THE
BY
15
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PAPENE
ANC'
CATTLE,
MP
CHICKENS
OFF PIGS
MINISTRY OF suPpLy TO BE
HOUR Mom io 70 11 pm
WE STILL NAVE SUPPLUSES.
CONVERIEPsob CARIki00E WADS. A P03510iLITY.

by his assiduous application to the duties of

dency of the organization was a

form -aua/ reign supreme, as they did a
',The people of this country cannot realize too soon this fact and its overwhelming
significance for our national. safety and for

a

pants. Cliff Hollowell was the first to
run a paid ad, the News deeming is
-wise not to try ad-less publication, In
the manner of PM. The News costs 2
cents a week . . and is worth the

inch; display advertising, 35c an inch; display advertising by contract, 30c, and foreign
advertising, 45c. Most other successful newspapers in towns the size of Sturgis (and
Princeton) are operating upon a similar ad-

cierifized world as we have known it into a.
wilted in which lawlessness, violence and
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best qualified
e men who are
in Euw what is going on in
this
and in Asia and
busswhose
th.i
' phere,

of eight nations aro deed or in ing up our army and navy and
jali or discredited and ruined. In the establishment of the principle
seven of them eight nations the of universal selected service,
appeasers who would not take the which means merely that the men
danger seriously, who would not needed are chosen by lot.
prepare when there was still time,
British Need Craft
have led their countries to disnest it Is to know the facts, are aster.
And I am telling you tonight, the British fleet, they may save small but important contributh
our powei
very nearly unanimous in believbecause it is my duty to warn us from the danger and hardship which is still within of
Hopes to Limit War
the Brityou before it is too late, that the of another war. Americans should toward the sustaining
ing what I am saying to you todefense.
ish
of
It is not "hysterical" to insist British navy needs destroyers and not shrink from duty because
night—that grave danger for us
A new kind of war is loose its
that democracy and liberty are small craft to convoy merchant possible hazards.
lurks In the present world situa- threatened. With democracy and shim, to escort its warships, to
the world—fought with all
Folly to Send Men
tion. So the time has come when liberty overthrown on the conti- hunt submarines and to repel inweapons, including treason, and
we must rise up as a united peo- nent of Europe, only the British vasion. We have an immense re1 know that many sincere patri- fought most insidiously during
ple to make secure our country's are left to defend democracy and serve or destroyers left over from ots are frightened at the thought what some of our countrymen
the other war, and in a few of even the smallest act because call "peacetime." It is • war
independence and our great in- liberty in Europe.
By sending help to the British, months the British will be com- they think such acts would lead against the civilization that we
heritance of constitutional libwe can still hope with confidence pleting a large number of des- us closer to the day when another know. It is a revolution against
erty.
More than half the world is to keep the war on the other side troyers of their own. The most American expeditionary force seta all the values which we have,
ruled by men who despise the of the Atlantic Ocean, where the critical time, therefore, is the next sail for Europe. It is my opinion cherished and which we wish our
American idea and have sworn to enemies of liberty, if possible, few weeks and months. If there that in this war it would be abso- children to c1-erish in the future.'
It is a revolution which denies'
destroy it. They know that while should be defeated. But some are is anything we can do to help lute folly even to consider sending
one great people remains inde- bold about what they would do save the British fleet during that another expeditionary force. No the dignity of man and whichl
those
it
and
our
in
considering
banishes the hope of brotherhoodl
is
failing
be
one
pendent and free because it is tomorrow, if Great Britain is de- time, we shall
strong and is brave, they can feated, and the war comes to this duty to America If we do not do who may say that anyone is con- and comradeship on earth. We
themcan see it developing right before
sidering it are deceiving
never crush finally the people hemisphere. I say to you solemnly it.
our very eyes.
If a proper method can be selves and deceiving you.
they have conquered. The ex- that tomorrow may be forever too
It must he faced with daring)
We must have the strength of
ample of liberty here will always late to keep war from the Ameri- found, America will safeguard her
Forethe
truth.
face
to
making
and with devotion. We must lift!
character
continue to inspire the resistance cas. Today may be the last time freedom and security by
to tyranny over there. They are when by measures short of war available to the British or Cana- most among the truths which we up our hearts. We must reaffirrn1
dian governments at least fifty of will ignore at our peril is that the our noble tradition. We must
fanatical and they are strong. we can still prevent war.
de- make ourselves so strong that the(
We must be ready to meet force the over-age destroyers which are time needed to build our own
They are eficient and they are
if we tradition we live by shall not
ruthless. Eight nations have tried with a stronger force. We must left from the days of the World fenses may be lengthened
the perish from the earth.
make
to
the
courage
have
to appease them. The appeasers make ourselves strong by build- War. If the destroyers help save
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Cobb News
By Mrs, M. Porter
Mr. and Mrs Mac Dunn, Murray, are visiting the family of
Mr. John Dunn.
Mr. Yates, our efficient rail
rcad man, is in Paducah Hospital for a few days.
Mrs. &meth White is on the
sick list.
Mrs. Holland and daughter.
Corulean, were here Monday,
Mr. W., W. Childress, Princeton;
Dr. God rey Chi dress, New VOA.
and Dr, Harold Amoss, Geenwick,
Conn., were dinner guests of M.
Porter one day last week.
Bettie Jean, little daughter of
Garland Wood, is much improved
in health since having tonsils removed lately.
Mrs, John Wood is not much
better at this writing.
Mustn't Cuss Judge!

.•hed at Ch1cags and
circumstances aLti,n
Uld be deferred
- ns, or :n other •

London, Ky., Magistrate,T.,W.
Williams was sentenced -, to- six
hours in jail by C.ounty ;Sedge
J. D. Gross for contempt of
court. According to court attaches, he called Judge Orooes "a
d____ liar" during a fiscal court
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beeves, 7.75 to 10.00; Fat coWS.
5.20 to 6,20; Canners and cutters,
3.50 to 5.00; Bulls, 5.00 to 6,40;
Stock cattle, 6.00 to 8.90; Feeder
Cattle, 6.70 to 8.00; Milch cows,
per head, 28.00 to 40.00.
to
ttle market continued
Stock Ewes, per head $6.00 to
creasing strength here
Best Spring lambs, 8.90;
7.25;
, as reported by the
Spring lambs, 8.10;
n Livestock Co., prices Medium
Thrcwouts, 7.25.
inlY 50 cents higher than
Veals, fancy, $9.80; No. 1 VealS,
ek. A total of 959 head
No. 2 Veals, 8.20; ThroW9.00;
fed
steers.,
Long
follows:
to 8.80.
5.90
outs,
10.00; i None offered)
to 230, $860; 235 tO
Fed Steers, S9.00 to 10.00;1 HOGS: 205
to 200, $6.50; 150
180
$6.50;
260.
fed steers, 7.75 to 9.00;
265 to 300, $6.15;
$5.90;
175,
to
uality fat steers, 7.50 tO
120 to 145, $4.95;
edium Quality Butcher Over 300. 5.70;
to $5.00.
6.50 to 7.70; Grass fat Roughs, $4.55
7.50 to 8.50; Grain or
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steers. 8.00 to 9,00; Baby
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Farmersville News

ifietet
THE WRECK
itti too fatal
Protect your possessions—
buy your Automobile Insurance todey—See

Service Insurance
Agency

Of Course

Comiort
Convenience
Complete

100 Yea

Cool
mediate grades, and Miss Atha He Kept
Stallings, primary.
FINDLAY, 0. (FP)—While the
Mr. Adrian Cravens, principal rest of the town sweltered in 99of the school, discussed the na- degree heat, Herman Lesser spent
By Miss L. D. Jones
The Parent Teacher's Associa- ture and purpose of the organi- ,two and a hal: hours thawing out
The revival at Farmersville
School
Something went
tion of the Friendship
zation. And objectives for the frozen pipes.
Baptist Church began Monday
held its organization meeting
wrong with the freezing unit of
ion.
considerat
night, August 12. Rev, Marvin
given
were
term
Friday afternoon, Aug. 9, and
his so...7a fountain.
Hall, of Lewisburg, is the speakwill be an ice cream supelected Mrs. Wilburn Crowe,' There
and
16;
Aug.
er.
nnight,
President; Mrs. Glenn Betide,: per Friday
Harc,si the Annual Field Day Program He Wanted Heat
Miss Dimple Crowder spent the. vice-president;
Mrs.
Creawas set for September 13. Both
week-end with Miss Velda
Smith, secretary -treasurer.
WICHITA, has. (R)—Juat as
activities are to be at the school
sey of the Hall community.
The program committee selectthe mercury was looking down
Miss Madeline Littlefield and ed by the organization is com- building.
on things from the tree tops, a
Mr. Clifton Jackson were mantl- posed of three of the teachers.
The Indian population of Ari- fellow waked into district cc.urt
ed, Friday, Aug, 9. Mrs. Jackson Miss Silva Jones, home econozona is increasing at about and filed a $1,000 damage sett
was a membe of the Senior class mics; Mrs. Noel Drennon, intertwice the rate of the white pop- because his heating plant didn't
School.
High
le
Farmersvil
at
work properly last winter.
Princeton, ulation.
of
SatGeorge.
svent
Donald
Morse
Miss Curley
•
y,
communit
this
Miss
in
aunt,
visiting
her
is
urday night with
Miss Katherine Campbell spent
Nell Watson, Farmersville.
a
10,
Monday in Farmersville.
Saturday night, Aug.
ssiss Rebecca Layne visited
shower was given in honor of
.?Wm L. D. Jones Sunday afterMr. and Mrs, Stanley Deboe. A
large crowd attended and mar,'" noon.
Several from this community
lovely and useful gIfts we respent Sunday in Kuttawa,
ceived.
.iiss Lucille McNeely spent
Miss Rebecca Layne spent Sat- I
night with Miss Eunice
DorOthy
Saturday
Miss
with
urday night
Watson.
I Franck at Princeton.
Mr. John T, Van Hcoser and
Misses Betty and Bobby Tyrie,
to PrincePrinceton, are visiting their Bayne Campbell went
sousins, Rosalie and Marlon Ray. ton Monday.

Service

And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at the

ENTUCKY
HOTEL

rendered.

NICE

and
Nice to have, nice to use, nice to your foodstuffs
nice to your pocketbook. That's ICE, the pure, clean,

HE

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kesntucky's metropolis.
. Prices will conform to your idea
of moderate charges for service

it's

budget-saving protector of your perishable foods. And
n
in the summer time ice means the difference betwee
ordinary meals and cold, refreshing ones.
WHEN YOU GET THAT
with
Yes, when you "fill up"
hapSKY CHIEF something
you'll
pens to your car...and
like it!
You'll like the swift, sore
insurge of SKY CHIEF'S
stant response fo the acceleffortless
erator ... its eager,

Phone 441 E. Main

che.

FEELING

See The 1940
Ice Refrigerators

stride its it purrs up the
steepest hills ... its positive,
trigger-quick action as it M1111—
ters every traffic situation.
You'll like SKY CHIEF for
ce and
its brilliant performan
too.
for its amazing economy,
today.
Drive in and "fill up"

Phone 530-J S. Jefferson

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 362

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentacky

atzesalwamr
brice lAirplane, Hair-Do
of Kirk in Diet

Farm Borrowers Are
Paying Loans Well,
Says Supervisor

-An adult amulet drink a pint
WI slink daily and & child two
Apiataaceording to health stand-'
awls of home economists at the
Alialversity to Kentucky College
asl Agxlculture.
A lanilly of two adults and
Dime children need eight pinta
mr a gallon of milk daily. A goad
milk cow should produce enough
la simply milk and some cream
wad butter air a family of live_
Mine a cow muet. be -dry a part
ad Hee fear, a mon ianity
abisaid have at least two milk
ARM
A recent survey showed that
families ahle to afford good milk,'
fruits, meat and eggs have less
Shwas.

Hiard WirCannell, manager
McConnell Electric Shop, is having a new shop constructed near
the owner of Harrison and Market streets. The building is to be
9I1 by 30 feet and have a bagel:neut. The ground floor will be
awed for displaying merchandise
and the basement, for &orage.

Washington (IP) — William S.
lbaudaon production chief of the
Ratiorual De.ense Cammittee, re- 1
trlit
the Nation that Dolled, The next thing you know about an
coiffure
airplane
may
getbe
Stales production of warplanes' ting
in your hair. That's it in the picture.
bad reached • a rate of 10030 a
Year and would pass the ia,ouoH
a-year mark by
One Down, Eight To Go
.He
wade this report of progress Lo-'
ward the President's goal of 50,HILLSBORO, Ore (IP) —"Poor
WOO planes a year.
Use of side-delivery rakes help- Bobbie", mourned the Orval F,
Mercer county farmers save their Jones family as they buried their
IRDIRCIE
favorite cat in the pasture.
al_alfa and clover hay crops.
Bobbie Had been ailing for
The Carlisle County Farm BuBlirdand of Young Democratic real' is placing
purebred gilts some time. Death was not anClank Saturday, Aug. 1.7, 7:30 P.
among 4-H club Members on the expected.
AIL Clay Hall,
A yellow cat Just like Bobbie
return-pig plan.
Plans are being made to hold greeted them from the porch as
a Northern Kentucky 4-H club they returned from the 'funeral.'
tobacco show at Covington in The perplexed ,Joneses haven't,
'decided whether Bobbie had a
Jadhary.
A litter of 10 pigs owned by !twin or merely exhausted one of
James Parrott in Taylor county his nine lives.
weighed 2,290 pounds when 170
KDDYVILLIL
days old,
L. H. Sparks, McKee business
man, is sponsoring the growing
Boy Rogers
of an acre of corn each by 80
-IN OLD CALIENTE*
Jackson county 4-H club memPlus
ber&
"CHAN IN PANAMA.'
Green county farmers spread
Csanede - Serial
approximately 6,000 tons of marl
MEN'S and YOUNG MEN'S
In one month.
Dr.
J.
E.
Stone of Christian
Eimer Rogers - Joel McCrea
county constructed 39,850 feet of
-PRIMROSE PATH"
terraces an 175 acres.
Hanakl Duck - News
Farmers in Simpson and Allen
countaesecooperated in the purchase of northwestern ewes.
Kelly - Joel McCrea
Soil tests indicate that Scott
'MR MARRIED HIS WIFE"
county land is low in both phosGabardine—
"Tony And The Pirates - Cartoon phorus
and lime.
Cottdn Suiting-Brisco Clayton of Barren counSLACKS OR
ty reports raising 26 lambs from
REGULAR MODELS
Baby Dumpling 13 ewes.
Biondie
W. B. Hunsucker of Letcher
•11BLORDIE HAS
county cut 15 tons of red clover
SERVANT TROUBLE" hay frem 7 acres,
and J. S. HolPattee News - Comedy - Cartoon
brook, also of Letcher county,
1010101kAAAAAAAAAA cut 26 tons from 12 acres.
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Sweet Pickles
Sunnyfield-Cake-Floar

10c
lb. 17c

Roll Butter
Fresh Eggs

FRUIT JARS

Mason
Quarts

Fruit Jars

Jar Rings red rubber 2-

pints doz. 59c

Doz.

of Already?

Banana
Bon Bon

each
1' i-lb.I
do

A&P Bread
Doughnuts

BROOMS

Clean
Sweep

Brooms No.6
Brooms No.7

ea. 39c
ea. 43c

Each

2

Ann Page Ketchup hot.
lb.
Marshmallows

MATCHES

6

1 Grape Jam
2-lb. jar 19c
Evan MilkWhitehouse 6 tall cans 37c

Giant
bars

lOt

Flavor Aid
3-Pka
Apple Butter 3S-oz. 2 jam

Yukon
BEVERAGES Club
2

boxes 23c

P & G SOAP

Quarts

Mel-o-bit Amer. or Brick

Cheese
2-lb loaf 43c
Cheese Wisc. Cream
lb. 19c

Corn Flakes
3 1g. pkgs•
Wax Paper 1 25-foot r
lame
pkgs.

Lifebuoy Soap

Scratch Feed
Laying Mash

I Oxydol or Rinso

Smoked Jowls

3 bars 19c
4 bars 25c

100-0).
100-lb.

Bananas

Sliced Bacon
Potatoes

$195

Red Grapes

10 lbs. 15c
2 lbs. 15c

Only 50c

ev.11 be glad if you
•

*osaared By

See Your Local Shriner Per Advance Ticket

, 0. Ve)—Robert Pat
Ming five hawks to
ancient spirit of alco
nd of the summer, P
Peels to have his bi
to bring him s

8 O'clock Coffee
Search Light

Rispah Shrine Temple Patrol
Biggest, Thrill-Packed Roedo Ever
Staged In All Western Ky.

N, Ind.(if)—A sign i
oe window: "Christ
should be wrapp-ti
41 mailed ear.y.”
'Of Falconry

2-••-

Madisonville, Ky.
August 22-23-24-25

et lb.
Z box

Layer Cake tuifti fruitti ea 25c
Bear Claws Pastry
pkg. 10c

dlitsa—Fri
-

RODEO

READ!

Hasmosaton's

BAR CAKE

WitS I-1
IDANTS

98c

Try Cur Wdllt

Where every prosper

Eiumi—Mon

hat it
rgardles

'el ean
babies ,
in this evi.r pop*
dates this year in
to 14

Sunnyfield
Family

Ann Page Vinegar
Calumet Baking Powder

FLOUR

Special
Purchase

The—Wed
Iftnes

—
Weighing in ceremonies for the
Baby Health Contest at the Kentucky State Fair is under supervision of the best doctors and
trained nurses available 'Pre

Armour's Treet
can 23c
Hog Lard
4-1b. ctn. 29c

fiaturday

The'

W

CRACKERS

vie•••••••••
KENTUCKY •

1NKEI'S
AIR STORE

Where Your $S Have
More Cents

Geograp

,son

NEW YORK (A') -• Japenese
beetles, which can fly only five
miles, have been hitching rides
on airplanes. To forestall them,
the U. S. Department of Agriculture has posted inspectors at
La Guardia airport to see that
none of the pests come into New
York on passenger's clothing or
baggage.

IN SAVINGS?

FOOD STORES

Among The
County Agents

Seetai

Al Kentucky State F

INTERESTE

990 Planes Monthly
.Present Production

11
A7111

y'bweabs Deena
On Iliasetle Hitch Hikers

Four of every five farm families
on the Farm Security Administration rum/ rebabilttatkin program in Kentucky are paying
their loans as payments mature.
Earl Maliew, Kentucky State
Director of FBA at Lexington,
announced this week that of 17,067 farm families now on rural
rehabilitation program, only 3,- They Had A Drought
543 or about 21 percent, were delinquent on June 30,
HONOLULU (A)—It's too bad
FSA makes loans to low In- about that drought on the island
tenants
as
families,
come farm
131* Kauai. Mount Waialeale can
well as small owners, for pur- usually count on 600 inches of
workstock,
livechase of tools,
rain a year, but in the year endstock, fertilizer, seed and Im- ing July 23 only 452 inches fell.
provements to farm homes and
- —
farm buildings. Each loan Is servation of the soil.
made on the basis of an operat- -For FBA loans in Caldwell
ing plan for the farm and home, county see P. C. Hayden, county
which the borrower follows with supervisor, or William P. Crawdirection and guidance of the ford, assistant supervisor at
FSA supervisor. Dual purpose of Pam Security Administration ofthis farm and home plan is sub- fice located over J. C. Penney
sistence for the family and con- Store•

1111aCeemel1 Electric
11Wialling New Shop

('aen

Vitirsday, A

Prices Subject To Change

Due To Market Fluctuations

It

Fairbanks Mo
atic Coal
Burners
Nil let yourself in
Me fuels.
Twenty
of today's automa
burner buyers
Ne from some ot

What Do You
Know About

.41 Kentucky State Fair This Year

POLITICS?

for the
e Kensuperrs and
. 'Pie

ci earn of
babies esket7e et,
in this ever
dates
to 14.
lee

.

STYLISTS
The task oi running Cerntan trams.

TE

Every youngster is proud of
his or her sheep and this
group is no exception. The 4-H
They Salute
For Their Suppers
KINGFLSHER, Okla. (R)
Charles Throckmorton, county
relief administrator, who is redhaired and an ex-service man,
has one rule for anyone who
seeks federal relief.
He has an American flag in his
office and re.lef clients must salute it.

A score of 80 is good.

"They received food from the
federal government and this is
the federal flag," Throckmarton
says. "Anyone who refuses to saPemioned At 19
lute is not ent!tled to reli:f." So
Greenville_ S. C.(WI—Nineteen- far, he adds, nobody has declined
year-old Clark McKee hat been to salute.
officially retired on a U. S. Navy
pension. He joined the navy last
fall in perfect physi?.al shape but
later had an acute attack of appendicitis, followed by a heart
complication.
(Answers cn Page Faun

FiSHERMEN
Sea war: sweeping mines off Britain.

2 boll);

Amendments and Additions to
the Kentucky Game and Mtn
Laws is off the press and available for thaw wishing copiers,
Director of the D.vi Ion of Clime
and 30.s11 cated. CLip.es ate available at county clerks offices and
can be secured when tae hunting licenses are purchased.
The pamphlet cont,Ans law
changes brought about at the
1940 session of the Kentucky
Legislature. Among the changes
aie: new set-up hi hunting
youngsters will be well represent- license cost, effective Janualy 1.
ed at the State Fair this year, 1941; squatel drawn changed.;
bird °cgs mist be confined trona
September 9 to 14.
May 15 to August 15; Wen season on Red Fax changed to
Tall Tales Dep't,
monnth o_ December, and other
alterations in the Wale and Flan
RALEIGH. N. C. Vfa—When a laws.
Raleigh resident told a telephone
operator that he would "speak to
Premium On Idien:ss
anybody" at a New York address ,
the operator said to the New
BERNE, Switzerland (R)—The
Yorker answering the call: "Mr.
N. E. BAy. Raleigh is calling." Swiss Mini:ter of Transpartation
has to:d citizens that one way of
No. Dish-Washing, Either
"doing you: part" is to go on a
-Swiss vacation as quickly as posPITTSBURG fa)—Mrs. Avilla (Able and stay as long as posHalluin thinks it might be more sible.
Hatels and holiday resorts formn
prefitable to turn her dining c..r
over to robbers instead of tryingl one of Switzerland's biggest into operate it herself. The place dustlies and the str.am of fon igre
has been burglarized 17 times in tourists has been reduced to a
j mere trickle since war began.
five years.

WheeLs Of Chance
'hip Swiss Youths

t Pickles
field-Cake-Floor

4

1. Identify this mail newly
appointed to an important political party orice.
2. Who said in a press conference: "I am in favor of a selective training bill and I consider it essential to adequate
national defense"? What was
unusual about the statement?
3. Rep. Lindsay C. Warren
of North Carolina was named
for what office? For how many
years?
4. Who has taken another
"walk"?
5. Introduction of acceptance
speeches is credited
what
presidential candidata r'ranklin D Roosevelt? Woodrow
Wilson? Abraham Lincoln?
William Jennings Bryan?
Each NIT question counts 20.

Copy of 1940 Game
Laws Available Now
-Frankfort, August 15—The 1940

BASEL, Switzerland (IP) Three young Baselers have been
jailed because they had their own
ideas on how to give quick ser
vice to the customer.
The would look through classified advertisements of the local
papers every morning and whenever they found a -bicycle wanted", they stole one and sald it
to the advertisers.

Pound
Bag

:utter
Eggs
Doz.
SCOUTS

ngs red rubber
ell

Try Leader Want Ads

THIS BIG, NEW G-E
CONSOLE RADIO COSTS
ONLY $9915

And only man is ode.
What! No. Paper Cartons?

each

1

1 1"4-lb.

:read
nuts

Each

2

age Ketchup bot
mallows

3-Pkgs
Aid
Butter 38-oz. 2i
Quarts

1

lakes 31g.pt
: per 1 25-foot
large
2pkgs. "F
Feed
Mash

100-k
100411.

, Ind. RI—A sign in a
FORT MILL, S. C.(R)—Mother
window: "Christmas Nature decided to do something
should be wrapp.,ti se- different in the garden of H. A.
Carrouth. Tomatoes are growing
milea ear.y."
in bunches—exactly seven eggsized tomatoes to each battle.
f Falconry
0. al' --Robert Pattering five hawks to reCient spirit of . alconry,
d of the summer, Pat, s ai have his birds
him small

Moving The Mountain
HICKORY, N. C. (R)—C. L.
Mosteller was ill, so the Kiwanis
club moved its meeting over to
the hospital to save Mosteller's
14-year record of perfect attendance.

Think of the
ONEY WE'VE SAVED
We Installed This
OAIRBANKS-MORSE
STOKER

TIE CLEANING
BARGAIN‘‘

TOP ALLOWANCE
EASY TERMS

SPECIAL AUSUST 21 TO 31
Have you wondered why we are so proud of our
Sanitone service? Now, you can see, and for a
cost of just • few cents, recapture the thrill
you got when ties were bright and new. You'll
find that colors are
br:_,:iter,fabrics are
fresher after Sani
tone cleaning. Take
advantage of this
bargain today.

form of automatic
heat to automatic
coal heat.They are
discarding costly
equipment purchased
only a short time ago in

I he glad if you in
- Morse
tic Coal Burners be.
letyourself in for
(e fuels. Twenty per
today's automatic
urner buyers are
a from some other

ne SS

As

Hop

0111V401.1.1

In

Asigust 24th
I.... et The Saturday Evening P.!.

order to put in automatic
coal heat. Why? That's what
you want to know before you

MODEL J-51
Ihtilt-in 111.110-1,scope, no aerial. no
grouod--Dynapower Speaker—Power.
New
fat Superheterodyne Cirtwat
Visual= Di•I — Automatic Volume
Control — AC.DC Opera.
. . $1Z.95
1100. A hatgain at

ALIVE WITH
NEW FEATURES
Equipped for Frequency Modulation and Television Sound—
Phonograph.
Dual Beam•a•scopes for Fine
Domestic and International Reception! No Aerial, No Ground!
2
/
Dual Dynapower Speakers---201
inches of Speaker Performance
for Extended Tonal Range!

buy. We can show you.

Super Powered Chassis for Powerful, Dependable Performance!
Tone Monitor Circuit for Lifelike Tone Reproduction is all
is Depth and Brilliance!

Fill the bandy hopper of this
Fairbanks-Morse Automatic Coal
Burner once s day or less. h does
the rest. 98% less work at •
S lower foal cost.

ILUSUY
!Princeton

Phone

MODEL J-103
Come in today and hear the full, golden tone of this beautiful,
big G•E Console Radio. See the handsomely styled, richly inlaid
cabinet. We know you'll want to have it in your home at once.
And you can, for it is now priced to make this beauty a real buy I

Phone

0-1 PORTABLE JS 513
Operate* evertwbete on batteries oir
house carrent—Built•in Ikass.a.scopa
— No waist. No ground — Dywa•
pow*, Speaker-44watt rate of washable, Wandated pigskin with stneaws.
t,ardins•Ple
pale

Kentucky
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,
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NotabirCareet
Of L Downs
Ended ,By Death

New Sound System
_Here for Festival
Princeton's 1940 Tobacco
Festival offers many new este
tertainment features and
enjoyment of those who attend the several events to be
held in the stadium will be
greatly enhanced by it purchase of new sound system
at a cost of $335, which arrived Monday morning and
which will be operated by
Julian Littlepapge, as formerly. The new microphones
and ampllfiera Wilt be installed and thormighlY tested
next week, Mr. Llttlepage
said.
Li.

served 12 Years as
President of Illinois
Central'and,4s Chairman of tluard
L. A. Downs, chairman of the
board of the Illinois'' Central
adadem, died Saturday, Aug. 10,
hi the Illinois beibtral Hospital
at Chicago and the body was
taken to New Orleans, La., for

Do You Own Bonds?
Service and frequently have
We are subscribers to a regular Bond
information that would be of interest to you.
t.. will gladly peas to you any
If you will list your bonds with us, we
information we receive.
held in the strictest
Listing yqur bonds with us will be a matter
way obligates you.
no
confidence—You may rest assured of this--and in
0

Governor's Handicap
Feature At Dade

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK

Thursday, Aug. 15,1
Rodeo Thrills Are
To Be Presented
At Mad isonville

Meetings Sched
To Further REA

A r 1 Western Rodeo, with all
the thrills of wild steers and
bucking horses, cowboys and cowgirls, is being sponsored at Madisonville. August 22, 23 and 24,
by /Muth Shrine Patrol. Chariot
races, steer riding, roping and
other tricks of the western plains
will abound. Princeton Shriners
are cooperating and attention of
the public is invited to this entertainment in an advertisement
appearing elsewhere in this issue
of the Leader.

Patriotic Gathering
At Blue Licks Park

Property Owners
Rural Districts
Urged to Attend
A series cf meetings to
information on po‘sibilit
Rural Electrification for
Co
county have been arrang
cporeddrclilinremcconue4
gntWof W
the
Farm Bureau.
and rep
ak sh
evaoiftri '
tiestuivnte
TX
and Lyon
om
nded a meeting at
yesterday, with
eeties, at which detai
formation on this project
given. REA requiremenig
been liberalized and prospec
a line in Caldwell county
much better than a yea,
when a survey was made,
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d ers, living in

the hour
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a
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burial at the Metaire cemetery.
mun.
He was 68 years old.
or
Ur. Downs, ,./1-,o had been in
PRINCETON, KY.
declining healt, since the summer of 1938, entered the hospital
Bank"
Your
Bank
Our
"Make
two weeks ago,4Inmediately after
inunbetiliketerenepwonito.:oririi:eiaoeifpsatc
Corporation
Insurance
Deposit
Federal
Member
Historic Blue Licks State park,
of
attending tneQuly meeting
the
be
w.11
the board.
tlons of the county where
in Robertson county,
Forty-six years a railway man,
scene Monday, Aug 19, of a great meetings are s:theduled are
Mr. Downs climaxed his career
Dade Park, Aug. 14—The Govpatriotic gathering in commemo- to attend and interested
11
is irnfl°
tegos
eoehrfyin
t'g:
nesslibelowesesselsiloiskassiseskseskftflesaseasel
by serving 12 years, from 1926 ernor's Handicap, over a mile woweasitasalbewseeaseastesawariseestesikwarelisemetereisibeweanee
ration of the 159th anniversary living in other sections of
to 1938, as president of the Illi- route for a purse of $1,500, which
of the famous Battle of Blue county are cordially loot
nois Central System.'In addition
Licks,. last military engagement attend the mi.cring most
g another,
SaturPark
Dade
at
run
to receiving many distinctions in will be
venient.
of the Revolutionary War.
program
ive
railway and business circles, he day, Aug. 17, is expected to atThe commemorat
venient.
Leslie Net
had been big* honored as a tract a well matched band of
will begin at 2 o'clock. Tom R.
Meetings will be held as
JohnKeen
Gov.
horses.
distance
Lexan
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Underwood, editor of the
lows: Monday, Harmony, 1
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feated the Salem baseball club
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Ellis,
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cipal speaker and brief remarks p. m.; Wednesday, Pool
George gPo
by a score of 7-0 Sunday, Aug.
Mr. Downs, aecoeding to a of the Dade Park Jockey Club,
will be made by James T. Norris, 7:30 p., m.; Thursday, Pa
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winning
sensational
11, in a
Princeton friend Whookriew him to present the
Ashland, State Commander of ville, 7:30 p. m ; Friday,
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ton, at Liberty, 2'00 p. m.
the American
afternoon,
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He knocked at a farmhouse; Mrs. Ethel Fugate of
TRY LEADER WANT ADS. ! year, Harlow stated.
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V.
ninth—Ben
62 years ago, August 7, but were asked of the farm wife who re- letsburg, and
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Smith of Somerset.
unable to do much celebrating aponded.
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because Mr. Beshears was ill. "Well, he's around somewhere",
0. K. 20 ait originated
Nearly half of Australia has
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ter Pyorrhea Speclall of national
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I
no regular surface dratriggr'"
ing the day, however, to congrat- this morning."
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At the home or the late J. K. Cantrell, 2 miles north of
ulate them
treatment of
Cr of g..•
stoma. pus pockets senstive
teeth,' recovery. Kelly Beshears, State
Road on good gravel road.
beginning to recede,
On The
said
gem boll..
Prison guard at Eddyville,
Ear, to apply. Sure it results.
Monday his father is imprvoing.
Formula 0. K. 20 says your teeth
osi coat.
The 1940 Wyoming cattle brand
book contains 18,749 brands.

Races Drawing Large
Attendance F rom
Outside State

Attendant

Locals Hand Salem
7 to 0 Shut-out; to
Play Brookport Sun.

Queen

Editor to Speak at
Famous Kentucky
Battlefield Aug. 19

Farm ersv ille Scho
Enrollment mere

K. U. Power Houses
Put Under Guard
As Defense Measure

Names of State's
Electors Filed

Caldwell Primary
Cost Taxpayers
Cents a Vote

Brotherhoods Will
Celebrate Sept. 2
At Louisville

Political' Quiz Amer

.0eshears Observe
62nd Anniversary

entuek

NOT ICE

DISPERSAL SALE!

OLLO

TRADEWATERO

Walker's Drig Store

-mm..1E-dam-Ear& I
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I-lome Furnishimis

"V
Cl
lar
*I
so
L

ILL

bSY

Machine Mined—Shaker Screened—Hand Picked
olecnanically Loaded on Your Truck

Mattresses
Tables
Lamps
Dresserl
edar tests,
Shades
Viarnisk
0 'Wall Paper
And many (Aber things you will need

LUMP
EGG
NUT
PEA
STOKER

September 3, 1940
We solicit an opportunity to serve you and recommend
that you buy now.

WE ALWAYSti,t1IKRECIATE A CALL

Princeton Furriiture & Und. Co.
Plhones 32 - 18

$2.00 per ton
$2.00 per ton
$1.25 per ton
$1.25 per ton
$1.75 per ton

of
Stoker Coal is Oil Treated and Dedusted Schedule
Bituminous
Mine Prices, established by the National
Coal Commission, under the Guffey Coal Act, will become effective

If you need
We are agents for the,Anelielr Supply Co.
awnings, call us and we will give you cost of same.
will lay
Our Line of floor covraLire complete . ,. We
year linoliums for youl ,.. ,

i l, , .

10 Head Registered cows of Ardel & Don Frederic
1 Bull Domino line bred. OtMrs are cows with calves, cos
bred,2-year olds, yearlings and calves.

Day And Night Service

our line of
Now is the time to refurnish the home with
jving Room, Bed Room, and Kitchen Furniture.
rdles

No.4
COAL

7

West Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated
Hine No. 2

Fri. Aug. 23 at 10 A. M.
40
40 Head of Cattle k Breeding

Sturgis, Ky.

c,SPIMT2.01113111VIIII
aiNTOPISidldidaiMIEIREUTOZNIZSJIMMIrri1 3.ASE113.JIEWEASMIIMIEST1,MG-

3 Head goodwork Mules 3
40
Head of Hogs
40
Sows, Pigs an! Feeder Shoats

FARM MACHINERY

disk, sectO
threw:fa Tractor in good condition, 2 bottom tractor plow, 7-ft. tractor cultivator,barron-2-ittd410Weight, 2 wagons with hay frames. Empire wheat drill, 2-horse
sueeP ral`
Olivers,
Ihternational binder, 2 Deering mowers, Sulky plow, pond scrapers.
bag
tooth i4lie,"5.-ft, horse disk, Deering corn planter, corn crusher, corn sheller, good
10t4e0;
hundred
hog vat, Eclipse sheep and mule shears---in excellent condition, several
"
sticks, w•lking plows, rastus plows, double shave's, spades, hoes, shovels, etc. 1
buggy Mime's.

1-1015SEHOLD FURNITURE

ehalis.„
Kitchen Maid range, heating stove, large oak wardrobe, 2 rugs, feather beds, walnut
beds, hay
206-th, ice box, several pieces of antique furni,ure including 200-year old table, 2
bed, a large old cherry chest and a tin fronted ate.
SEVERAL TONS BALED HAY — 300 RU. CORN
elrine. oitf
This Sale of the late J. K. Cantrell and now belongittg to his widow is a complete
23rd
live stock and farm machinery. Mrs. Cantrell desires to move to town and has ord 61
sold and sold it will be! Make your arrangements now and plan to be there FridaY, Aug
•
Lunch on the Grounds and Terms will be made known on day of sale.

Mrs. Mary Cantrell, Owner - -

L. C. Foley,

Auctioneer

Marguerite Taylor
SOCIETY EDITOR
PHONE 50
•
•
•

act Lyat
hag at
• with
eh de
Project
renieny
Pro
cowl
Yea;

Ming
ty
Wei are
rested
cholla
II) in
most

McChesney, Mrs. J. D. Oliver,
Mrs. Carlaa Jones, Mrs.
Robert
.• hour when swallows Brown, Mrs. Dova Jones, Mre,
Richard Carrier, and Mrs.
Ida
away
when slowly on Harper; Misses Bettie and Bobby
the eves,
Tyne, Loaise, Rosalee, Marlon
and Jean Ray, Tillie McNealy,
tar,
a
afternoon
Eunice Watson, Curley
rdig edge uf
Morse,
Louise Coiner, Dorothy
Asher,
comes Lillian Ruth
is and evening
Asher, L. D. and
lay
Florence
to
•
Jones, and Christine
a fields acquainted Brown; Professor J. T. Cooper,
sun,
l'4116srs. Charles Ray, Pete
Ray,
silvery dusk we seem Malcom Asher, Linz
Brown, J. B.
'Caraway, Eugune and Billie Jo
eaving darkness, feel McChesney.
I Entertainment for the evening
.. more sure than ever was furnished by Betty and Bob••.m.
by Tyrie,
no longer see the
Shower For Recent Bride
ihings,
, •riii fades and leaves
Mrs. Trafford Hooks, Lamasco,
*.• keep
;memorial convenant with was guest of honor at a shower
party given at the home of Mrs.
t.
e not lost among the Charles Lester assisted by Mrs.
Wylie Brown, Mrs. Hooks was a
erings
ight, or bemused by time Mid-sununer bride.
A plate lunch was served to
eel).
ig another, truer way of the following guests: Mrs. Lindy
Hooks, Mrs. L., B. Hooks, Mrs.
t.
Fargot Cayce and son, Thomas,
Leslie Nelson Jennings.
Mrs. Euna Mayhugh, Mrs. J. I.
Lester, Mrs. Price Lester and
for Recent Bride
children, Charlie, Anna and BobGeorge Pettit III was by, Mrs. Fred Garnett, Mrs. Orf honor at a tea and mis- man Cannon, Mrs. Beeler Ferus shower given Wed- guson, Mrs. Effie Rogers, Mrs.
• afternoon, at the home James Rogers, Mrs. F. B. DunMary Wilson Eldred. Ap- ning and children, Albert and
tely 90 guests were pre- Anna Garrett, Mrs. Thomas Garrett and children Sylvia Wood
Runisey Taylor, Mts. and Tommy, Mrs. Wylie Brown
Hatliff, Jr., Mrs. R. B. and Mrs. Charles Lester, Mrs.
Miss Mary Wilson Trafford Hooks, Misses Dorothy
and Lillian Nell Lester, Helen
're n,steSSeS,
Wells, Margaret Cannon, Minnie
Ileen Hooks and Master Lester
Maids Plan Tea
Glover.
deal Queens
were made for giving a
ing the Tobacco Festival
r of the Queens and their
nts at a meeting of the
Maids Tuesday night. The
et at the nome 01 Miss
e
Maids are looking forward
rbecue Saturday night at
eld Bottom.

Chuyches. Clubs
Society . Amusements
Rev. and Mrs. Grady Spiegel,
Buelah Taylor, Neva Bell Hogan.
and Luden Piercy picnicked at
the State Park near navel,
Unified Service, 9:45; Jr.-Inter. Monday night.
C. E., 5:30; Young PeoP*, 6:304
Evening Worship, 7:30; Prayer
Barbee Memorial Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
Arleigh Matlock, Pastor

Service, Wednesday, 7:80. Come
The family of the late Ardis_
and worship where a welcome al- Lee Jones wishes to thank the
ways awaits you.
friends and neighbors for: the
Rev. William Price, minister of
kindness snown uuring the time
the Ravenswood C hristi a n Ogden Memorial
of its bereavement.
Church, Chicago, Illinois, had W. Leroy Baker, Pastor
charge of the services at the
Sunday School, 9:45; Epworth
First Christian Church, Princemeetings, 6:30; F'rayer
League
ton, Sunday, August 11. His subject was "The Certainties of Service Wednesdays 7:30; Jack
Mitchell, who was recently licensLife."
You are invited to attend the ed to preach and who will go to NOW SHOWING—
services with us Sunday. Bible school at Kentucky Wesleyan this 'ANNE OF WINDY POPLARS"
School, 9:45; Morning Worship, fall, will preach Sunday morning. Co-starring Anne Shirley and
10:55; the Lord's Supper every The Pastor will preach at the James Ellison. Also Popeye
Sunday morning; Christian Encartoon, Hal Kemp's Orchesdeavor, 6:30 far Juniors, Intertra and Movitone Ni yds.
mediates, and Seniors; Evening
SATURDAY—
Worship, 7:30. The subject is
"Playing the Fool". The WorkThe regular semi-monthly ser- "JELPERS CREEPERS" starring the Weaver Brothers and
er's Council meets Monday at vice will be
Saturday eug
Elviry with Roy Rogers. Also
7:30 p. m., and every member is 7:45. Bible School each
Sun
"HEROES OF THE SADDLE"
urged to attend. Wednesday at 10:00 a. m. Mr.
Walter G
starring the 3 Mesquiteers.
night service, 7:30. The revival is Superintendent.
chapter 2, THE OREGON
begins September 23 and lasts
TRAIL and Cartoon Cernedy.
until October 6, inclusive.
Churches of Christ, Scientist
First Christian Church
Grady Spiegel, Pastor

First Baptist Church
J. G. Cothran, Pastor '

..141/1
Here's a great lady costume, worn by Benay Venuta, NBC
radio
singer. The long jacket, cat finest white ermine, has a
hood in the
back. The pin, a sixcitt long spray of leaves, is covered
with
diamonds set in plat1ng:114_
has returned from Covifigton, State College, spent the
week end
where she visited Mrs. G. N. 'with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs.
Boggs.
8. J. Larkins, Princeto,n.
•
• •
• • •

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wyatt, PrinceJoe Pedrine, Louisville, is visitton, are visiting their daughter, ing Professor J. B. Shrewsbury,
Mrs. Andy Grover, Decatur, Illi- Princeton.
Billie Nichols, Western State nois.
• •
Teachers College, has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Denver Jones,
Princeton to spend a few weeks
Miss Louise McCarty, Detroit, Detroit, formerly of Pkinceton,
vacation with his parents, Mr. has been visiting her parents, Mr. have returned to
their' Detroit
and Mrs. Fred Nichols, before and Mrs. N. C. McCarty, Oak home after a motor
trip to Washbeginning the fall semester.
Grove farm, near Princeton.
ington, D. C., the Ne* York
• • •
• • •
World's Fair, and othetotardern
Miss Marybette Nichols, PrinceMiss Betty Lee Blackburn, points.
ton, spent Saturday in Evansville. Princeton, is visiting friends and
•
•
•
relatives in Columbia, South Ca- Summer Heat Reverses
rise shcwer was given
Jackie Porter, Paducah, has rolina.
The Usual Order
Y night, Aug. 10, for Mr.
• • •
with
. Stanley DeBoe at their returned home after a visit
friends and relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Gooch, NeKANSAS CITY, Kas.
hi Farmersville.
•
•
•
bo, visited Mr. and Mrs. A. B. At Labette county home
and Mrs. DeBoe received
there is
Mr. Edwin Nichols, Owensboro, Lewis, Prin.f3ton, Monday and
ful gifts. Present were:
a 100-year-old Negro who insists
his
with
week-end
spent
Tuesday.
the
Mrs, J. W. McChesney,
on sleeping under three blankets
Mrs. Woodrow Black- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Tanner, in the mid-summer heat. He puts
and Mrs. Earl Adams, Nichols4 .Princeton.
Frankfort, were week end guests one over his nead. "What keeps
uke Ray, Mrs. L. B. Me•
Mr. and 'Mrs'. Roble Morse, Of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bishop, out the cold will keep out the
y, Mr. and Mrs. iiooert
heat," says he. "If he doesn't
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Asher, Fulton, were Week end guests of Princeton.
•
•
•
mind it, neither do we," Says oflike Guess, Mrs. Byrch Mr. and Mrs: B. M. Stone,
Cadet T. A. Pedley Ill, West fidtats.
Princeton.
1
• • •
Point, N. Y. and Miss Jean PedMrs. Virgie Smith and son,
, Madison, Wisconsin, were
Australia is the only completeAllan, Louisville, are visiting
week end guests of Mr. and Mrs. ly isolated
mother, Mrs. C. A. Woodall.
G. M. Pedley, Princeton.
54 GAUGE
• • •
erguests arrived last week and plan
SINGLE UNIT •• -11
"
Miss M. Adele France, St.
a month's visit.
FASHIONED
Mary's City, Maryland, arrived
Powell Woodall, son of Mr. C. A. uesday for a visit with Mr. and
Woodall, who developed compli- Mrs. G. M, Pedley, Princeton.
• • •
cations following an apppendectomy recently, is at the home of \Miss Jean Carolyn Ratliff, Miss
Mrs. Bill Maddox, ICuttawa, re- Catherine Joiner, and Miss Joyce
Farmer returned Friday from a
cuperating.
visit with Miss Mary Lee Montgomery, Louisville.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Ratliff,
Princeton, spent last week end
The Wor!d's News Seen Through
in Evansville.

.1

Sunday School, 9:45; Morning
Worship, 11; B. T. U., 6:30; Evening Worship, 7:30.
Rev. W. R. Hamilton, First
Baptist Church, Hope, Arkansas,
will preach at both the morning
and evening hours, Sunday.
Brother Cothran is to preach at
the First Baptist Church, Hopkisville.
The public is cordially invited
to attend these services.
Christian Endeavor
Goes On Tour
The Junior Christian Endeavor
of the First Christian Church is
having a stay-at-home vacation
this summer. Members plan to
tour Princeton, to study the most
interesting places, and to determine what they can do toward
rendering services to the town.
The tour began Sunday evening, August 4, with a visit to the
Citizen's Ice Company. They
learned that the company supplies Marion and Dawson Springs
as well as Princeton. The storage
capacity is 780,000 pounds of ice
and 4,000 gallons of water are
used each hour along with 1,200
cubic feet of natural gas.
If you don't believe there are
snowballs in August in Princeton,
just visit the ice plant-

SUN. & MON—
Iillf
•V
"Soul" is the subject or the
"THE MAN I MARRIED" Joan
Lesson-Sermon, which will be
read in Churches of Christ, Bennett, Francis Lester, Lloyd
Nolan, Anna Sten in the senScientist, throughout the wor.145
sational story, "I Mauled A
on Sunday, August 18, 1949.
Time
The Golden Text is: "Come Mind Nazi", Also March of
hear, all ye that fear God, and and News.
I will declare what he hath done TUES. & WED.—
for my soul."
"FREE, BLONDE AND 212
with Lynn Bari anal- IterrYe
Beth Hughes: Also. Ctutoon„
Novelty and.NOWS.
We take this method to exNEXT THU. &
press our gratitude to all for
your kindness, help and sympa- "THEY. DRIVE BY.
thy in the tragic death of or starring Cee crge Raft, Ann
son and brother, Roy Kenady. Sheridan, Ida Lupino and
May God comfort and sustain
Humphrey Bogart. Also Ma/Steyou in times of such sorrow,
al Short in color and Moo*.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Kenady tone News.
and children.

moor.

THE AMAZING, UNBELIEVABLE
STORY OF AN AMERICAN GIRL
WHO MARRIED A NAZI, EXACTLY AS TOLD IN THE LIBERTY
MAGAZINE AND BROUGHT TO
THE SCREEN WITH A GREAT
CAST!

ntucky Derby

1,717.iir

HE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

NAV*.

An Internalmnal Daily Newspaper
tuthful—Constructiee—Unbiased—Free from Sensational-Editorials Are Timely ilnig Instructive and Its Daily
lutes. Together with the Wooly Magazine Section, MA*
Monitor an Ideal Newspaper for the Home.

Mr. Harold Oates, New York
City, visited his mother, Mrs. J.
C. Gates, Princeton, this week
end.
• •
•

The Christian Science Publishing Society
One, Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts
Price $12.00 Yearly, or $1.00 a Month.
turday Issue, iraluding Magazine Section, $2.60 a Year.
Introductory Offer. 6 Issues 23 Cents.
ame
___________________________________________________.

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Jones, Toledo, and daughters, Anna Louise
and Carol Lynn, are visiting relatives and friends in the county.
• •

ross

_________________________________________________
SAMPLE COPY ON REQUEST

525

Phone

525

Prompt Service -:- Any Where
Any Time
Headquarters -:- C's Pool Room

EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA!
MARCH OF TIME presents
SPOILS OF CONQUEST
THE DUTCH EAST INDIES'

hie WEAVER
* IA0 MIRY
ROY ROGERS

Mr. and Mrs. Steger' boilar,
sflhtg'ten are visiting Mr.
DollaryffiSther, Mrs. M. L Dollar:* 8 Alia been iii for the past
thfee Weeks.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Knox Wylie, New
Albany, Ind., are. spending the
week with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs, Frank Wylie.
Miss Sula Nall is in Chicago
this vieek buying merchandise.
• •
•
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Hughes.
Mrs. Hughes'
Murray, visited
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Gresham, Princeton this week
end.

IIAIIS 111111 111

CAPITOL
COMING TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
MAT.- 10c To All
Nite - 10c & 15'

Added!
POPEYE CARTOON
HAL KEMP
AND ORCHESTRA
NEWSREEL

, _____
•••••101

WO Nee.Llefelletee
Irrerg • Bell Weer

Coming!

"MARYLAND"
Greater Than "Rentiocky"

Page Six

East of Dyersburg
is Fir,Far Away

Thrills Gafore
For Horsemen
At State Fair
Saddle and Harness
Champions Will Contest for Big Prizes
Sept 7-14

Princeton, Kentucky
The Princeton Leader,
Madisonville Has
24 Beefers Thrive
New Radio Studio
On 24-Acre Farm

DYERSBURG, Tenn., (R)—
"Dyersburg am a great c.ty",
said the Negro woman we coming visitors to a church
convention.
"It is bounded on de south
by de beautiful Forked Deer
river.
"Its is bounded on de west
by de father of all waters—de
great Mississippi river.
"It is bounA d on de north
by de blue grass of Kentucky.
"It is bounded on de east by
—by—by—it is bounded on de
east by de Orrin' sun."

Thursday. Aug.
Lyon County's
Festival Queens

went on
Madisonville officially
supporta
the
A 54-acre farm that
when
ay
Thursd
of the the ali lest
24 head u. cattle, was one
f remote stud.) of Radio Station
bi_
of
Lair
annual
sights in the
opened at
. ApWOMI was formally
produ.ers in Wriltity county
and
Hotel. Th'
l
piications of lleilest-De
Centra
Grand
g of the
phosphate and the growin
m opened at
fer- dedicatory progra
clovers and grasses built th.:
Friday, thC
ing
Ehiginn
m.
a.
would
0:45
tility to whe:e the /arm
_ram 9 to
ast
broadc
studio will
support them.
9
'She county agent says that
a.m each day.
took
Years ago, wiren P. B. Davis
the farm over, it would p:oddee Bike Blitzkrieg
all
only lb to 15 bushels of coin
Sweeps Sweden
g
acre. Mr. Davis began by treatin
wh.
of
STOCKHOLM VP)—They
each field with two torts
to
liniestone to the acre. Then 330 dodge well today may live
pounds of 20 percent prrosphate dodge another day Is the appal
u. re applied as the land was ent slogan o: pedestrians IL
turned for corn. Corn was fol- Stockholin this summer.
have
in
rowed by winter turf pats,
Reason is that the Swedes
which a mixture of red cliver, gone back to bicycles. There's nt
timothy and .espedeza was seed- longer gasoline for cars. Results
fast-aged.
are harried pedestrians,
At the end of a five-year ro- ing traffic cops and taxi drive:r
tation each field again was Put and hospitals doing a capacit
in corn, w.th a _Dadra' applica,lin b u.sin ss.
11
of stable manure. A ton of limeThere's a special column
stone and 360 pounds of prios- most newspapers for casualties t.i.
phate were used in the secind cycle collisions.
five-year rotation. Corn yi..lds
now are 35 to 45 'bushels to the Proving Once More
acre.
It's A Small World

Busine
Direct

•

PRINCETON ST
LAUNDRY
Phone 35
G.'neral Laundry
•
•
• .
•
• •
Play P.m For Re
At
MORGAN s pool,
E. Main

-Louisville, August 14—It's a
•
thrill that comes once in a lifeKenblooded
true
every
time for
tuckian—to be at the Horse Show
• .
•
at the Kentucky State Fair when
BOHEMIA%
Cleaners and Ta
the announcer says, "Let your
Phone 1 I
horses rack, gentlemen, let them
Rowena Wake
•
rack," and the spirited champions of the tanbark storm about
Approximately 800 Kentucky
•
•
the ring, with cries from thous- farm women had a week's vaca•
HENRY'S CI.,
ands of spectators urging them
"It's clean it we
ticel at homemakers' camps this
en to great glory.
Phone 515, Jack Re
proyear, according to Miss Myrtle
show
horse
a
be
will
There
#
•
' •
gram at the State Fair this year, Weldon, state leader of county
Sept. 9-14, that is literally flash- home demonstration work, No
ing with championship and routine work was allowed—it was,
GLYNN McCONS
stake events as the 99 classes at
She Shre
e holiday for a group
creativ
a.
show
the world's greatest horse
Sewing Machin!,
weeks a
52
job"
the
"on
usually
are unfolded.
'1—L. E.
N. Harris,.
Here's How
HOUSTON, Tex. 0
•
Topping this scintillating pro- year.
•
•
telephone company
To Dig A Bombproof
nan,
Parclu
music,
studied
women
The
gram, of course, will be the
was a toT
chief,
plant
district
rievels
latest
•
•
Five- leatiliercraft, the
•
World's Championship
COLUMBUS, 0. (W)--A lx_rnia sergeant of the 412th Battalion
tion community re• SHARP'S BAlifn
Gaited Stake, to be unreeled in and non-fic
y can be during the World war, stringin4
literall
which
shelter
g
ms, woavin
and
/our divisions, starting Monday creational pnigra
•
buil overnight has the War De- telephone wire up to the :flan:
in water
Walker's Bea
night, when the stallions whirl many participated
partment showing interest.
line,
112 E. M.
into the arena to give spectators sports.
Alter the location is chosen,
In the fall of 1918 the battalion
•
•
•
District camps were held at
their first surge o: thrills. 'Tuesthe exca- ran short of wire and while
until
away
dug
is
th
ear
Quickday night, mares will go through Columbus Park, Eikton,
an
of
shape
Parchthe
•
takes
nt,
•
vation
•
waiting for a shipme
ugh at
their paces and Wednesday night, sand and Camp Kavana
arch. Concrete, reinforced with man left the front for a vacaDR. C F,ENGL
•
estwood.
geldings will fight it out. The
the
into
iron rods, is poured
Grady Lou Jennings
tion. Before he returned the
Chiropract,
first four winners of these events
seta
e
"mold". When the concret
Armistice was signed.
X-Ray Sado
•
a,
Kuttaw
must, and the next three may, Baby Scores Twice
Wake,
New
wena
the
Mirs Ro•
•
the dirt underneath it is dug
•
Hot dogs taste good at
•
Wnen the army started its
compete for the Grand ChampWorld's Fair, and Josephine away and tossed on top the con- maneuvers ear:y this summer, and Miss Grady Lou Jennings.
HOUSTON, Tex. (1P) — Baby York
.
.
I
ionship the following Saturday
is careful crete and there's the bombproof.
was born Johnson, debutante,
'Parchman was called for the Job Eddyville, yell represent their re- •
night for the top honors of the Florence Eugene Barron
mustard on her
DEARDIG'S
•
Stephen Stepanian, sand and of wire-stringing. Opening up a
3:38 , not to spill any
y
at
s
birthda
father'
her
on
one
in
soective ,
shows
four
show, making
• BARBER and BUR
white sharkskin frock from the gravel company executive, show- shipment at Jasper, Tex„ he
in
inwas
mother
her
And
l's
m.
a.
Festiva
the
be
will
o
Thbacc
In addition there
Princeton
Phone 21
ed the plan to the department.
World of Fashion.
found an invoice dated Oct. 30,
rich American Saddle Huse firmary room No. 338,
contest.
consigned to beauty
wire
g
coverin
1918,
lLe
Rumbling Mountain
Breeders Futurity, the Louisvi
They Found The Man
the A. E, F—the wire he needed
•
•
Loses Its Secret
Hotel Association Three-Gaited Record Goes By Board
It's A Small World
There
Wasn't
Who
1
22 years ago in France
B. N. LESS!
Stake worth $2,000, a roaister
Peck'r,
die
D.
(uP)--O
S.
o
PIERRE,
)—No
LAKE LURE. N. C. (W).—N
Plumbing & H
championship for $1,000, in adFTNDLAY, 0. VP)—Mary Neil- , •
, had 19' DANVTLLE, Va. (41—W, SidPhone 643
is there any mystery about K-I-S Antidote
dition to Roe harness classes, de. blaek iiibithiitind, Shadow
d in to watch •
a
stoppe
into
Toledo
of
dived
ing
Jr.,
ws,
Matthe
more
ney
• .
•
where the noises come from in- For Red Tape
livery hitches, plantation horse' puppies. Peck worried
Te •
act1on.
in
under
radio
police
swam
the
and
pool
ng
m than swimmi
side Rumbling Bald Mountain,
classes and local classes for boy about the feeding proble
ast she heard told of .
•
g a record for Shadow. water for some distance. When
DAYTON, 0. VP)—Uncle Sam's first broadc
' Members of the Natinoal Speleoand girl rides, not to mention a in claimin
search
a
in
joined
he
up
are K-I-Srng an accident in which her brother
came
en
he
corpsm
DR. W. D. RA.
air
army
from
rings,
here
fine
few of the many
logical- Society came
figured.
Chiroprawr
for a missing swimmer. Then
o
gton and explored the fis- these days.
The Horse Department is keep- ike Their Eatin' Tobacc
Washin
as
ws
Matthe
someone recognized
Free Children's
No, that's not a misspelling of
the huge
omb
that
honeyc
Ing pace with the rest of the fai
sures
and
down
urricular.
Far-Sighted Justice
519 Hopkinsville
LONGVIEW, Tex. (AP)—C)u-tis the man who had gone
In improvements and Manager
rock 1,000 feet above Lake Lure. something, extra-c
•
It
•
Texas' failed to come up,
It's Just an abbreviation adoptJ. C. Newcomb announced in- Morris, director of an East
They discovered that boulders
ers seek to
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (R) — Clarpub ic about
ng thousands of tons break ed as purchase engine
stallation of a new flood lighting drive to edueate the
weighi
•
he Ornery And Broke, Too?
e red tape. ence, a Negro, learned about Jul- •
system for the arena at a cost governmental matters, feels
loose from the tops of subterra- sheer through defens
ROTHROCK'S C
he
It means "Keep It Simple", and tice when he was sentenced to 63 •
r
down
s
and
thunde
of several thousands dollars. Also has a good talking point when
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AN OPEN LETTER
to All Kentucky
Beer Retailers

Squirrel Season
Opens Today
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Open Season on squirrels was
changed at the 1940 session of
the Kentucky Legislature, efle,itive this year. The squirrel season
opens today, Aug, 15, extending
through October 31. Bag limit
on squirrels is six for one day
and not more than two days'
limit (12) in possession at one
Lime.
The hunter's attention is also
called to the fact that all shotguns must be plugged with a
sohd wooden or metal plug so as
not to hold molt than three
cartridges. Any person caught
hunting any specie of game with
a gun that it not plugged to three
shots is liable to arrest and upon
conviction may either be fined
not less than $15 nor more than
$100 or suffer a Jail sentence. ,
Boy, What A Splash!
BILLINGS, Mont. 1,41—An airplane pilot, back from forest fires
sit Missoula, Mont., reproted that
plane crews tiropkieu hundreds of
hot lunrlies and supplies by p irachute to isolated fire fighting
crews. Only one parachute failed
to open. It carried a case of 380
eggs!
4•
•

More than 20 species of prehistoric mamais are represented
among the fossils taken from the
Miami, Tex., fossil quary.

Your license is
engage in a legitimate business . . . but in that
business, among your group, are a few persons
who fail to realize that their license is also a
privilege which may be revoked if it is not

respected.
The vast majority of retail beer licensees are
aware of this fact and conduct their establishments in accordance with law, order and public
sentiment. But Kentucky's 820,000,000 beer
industry insists that all retail outlets be operated
strictly upon the principles of good citizenship.
Toward this end there has been formed the
Kentucky Brewers and Beer Distributors Committee, which is assisting law-enforcement officials
in every way possible to clean up or close up

violations or anti-social
be pressed vigorously
will
work
practices. Our
as the campaign progresses.
This program is designed to protect the public
interest and to safeguard your business from the

outlets guilty of law
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Having a kitchen entirely free of cooking smudge
means that you're never bothered with cook-stove
grime on utensils. curtains, walls and woodwork.
To housewives accustomed to old-fashioned methods. it's just a pleasant dream that never comes
true. But those who enjoy modem electric cooking
know that real kitchen cleanliness is one of its
big advantages.
Electric cooking saves you hours of time and labor every month in preparing meals. Accurate time
and temperature controls assure you better cooking
results. -Contact- top burners and heavy oven insulation in the range prevent beat waste and help
ng
keep your kitchen cool on hot days. Yct operati
cost averages lees than 3 cents for each family meaL

•

•

• '
•
S CA
E. J. HOGAN'
•
and(.1,1
• Sandwiches Harts°,
North
•
. •
•

Come in tomorrow and learn how easily you can
soloy the banana of electric cooking.

•

Phone 197

selfish and unlawful acts of a small minority. We
feel certain, therefore, of your support.

Kentucky Brewers &
Beer Distributors
Committee
Frank E. Daugherty, State Director
Louisville, Ky.
303 Martin Brown Bldg.

Everyone Can Afford To Use
More Low-Cost Electricity
for Better Living

A.P.ANIISE
We Sell WESTINGHOUSE Electric Ranges
Your Dealer Sells Other Standard Makes
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Page Six

East of Dyersburg
is Fir,Far Away

Thrills Garore
For Horsemen
At State Fair
Saddle and Harness
Champions Will Contest for Big Prizes
Sept. 7-14

------ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••

Princeton, Kentucky
The Princeton Leader,
1Madisonville Has
24 Beefers Thrive
New Radio Studio
On 24-Acre Farm

DYERSBURG, Tenn., (11')—
"Dyersburg am a great c.ty",
said the Negro woman we coming visitors to a church
convention.
"It is bounded on de south
by de beautiful Forked Deer
river.
"Its is bounded on de west
by de rather of all waters—de
great Mississippi river.
"It is bourse's- d on de north
by de blue grass of Kentucky.
"It is bounded on de east by
—by—by—it is bounded on de
east by de !Oslo' sun."
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I Corn Worm Injury "Golden Tone" First Feature
!Checked By Clipping of New 1941 GE Radios
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fested Often Saved, lines, with respect to price range
and the extension of newly deCollege Reports
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Worm infestation in corn can ever produced by the General
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e lists.
apteh at the right
the German magazine
1895.
d Und Meer in
pictured hordes of pa-

be reduced as much as SO percent Electric Company is currently
by a method in use at the hor- being presented throughout the
ticultural department of the country and in Princeton by the

ops wearing wing-like
es lie saw, too, that
ft guns would be dehe artist was specific

Kentucky College of Agriculture.' Princeton Lumber Co.
Designed, in the case of many
The process is to cut the enc.s
of the ears, as tar back as brown- of the new models, to take adish substance caused by worms vantage of the new system of

lion, the attacked area
gan English Port.
arlier—in 1804—N3P0invading
d a plan of
The Idea is presented
tch below —from "Paris
on." 1804. It was Naheory that if he could
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included a tunnel unannel. through which
ould march.
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90 Percent In-

N. C .F.

appears, four to five days after
Pollination. Drop the ends in a
basket, and burn to destroy the
worms and eggs. Corn 90 percent infested often has been
saved almost entirely.
This method is applicable especially by the home gardener,
Who will not mind having the
ends of the ears snipped. Selling
the corn thus treated has been
successful and commercial users
apparently do not object to it.
Dusting the corn with insecticides has not been found successful so far. Dusting must be
reppeated every three to four
days and unless the exact time
is round to get the werms, it be'comes useless.
I A detailed report of the new
method, covering the college's
work on the subject for the past
three years, has been prepurea
by Dr. E M. Ernmert of the horticultural department. Ccpiei of
the report may be obtained by
writing to Dr. Emmert.

frequency-modulation broadcasting as it becomes available
throughout the year in various
sections of the country, the receivers also offer such features
as dual built-in beamscopes, dual
speakers and styling of an entirely
;reser character, more
pointedly consistent with marked engineelng changes that have
been assuming shape.
Major emphasis for 1941 has
been placed on tone, and G-E's
preoccupation with this factor
above all otherd is reflected in
the label "Golden Tone" extended to every receiver and precision-built tube in the line.
Special developments to be announced in detail later, include
a frequency-modulation trans-

Fish and Game
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sifk
either
entertainment in the home or cards will be used for meal ticimportant broadcasts, on blank, kets, J. Gordon Lisanby, peeddent, announced.
disks,
The significant trend toward
An exchange makes this Wisersimpler and
more functional
styling and the reduction of vatIon: "One day last week a
ega adgadgets" is most evident in the store published an g-p
new G-E series of ten table mo- vertisement in a Erinninighana
dels, ranging in price from ap_ paper. It is believed that this waa
for tha
proximately $13 to ;50, depend- done to increase business
than to help this
rather
ing somewhat upon location of store
'
point of sale. All short-wave mo_ paper out."
dels in the table line are equip
ped with dual beamascopes, eliminating ground and antenna connections for the reception of
foreign stations as well as for
domestic broadcasts
Three new console models, with
a price range of approximately
840 to 390, have also been announced. Completing the line,
four other consoles and two table
models previously introduced,
round out the "Golden Tone"
series for 1940-41, exclusive o:
radio-phonograph combinations,
carryabouts, and other special
models.

good yudr.„,.:

should induce you to protect your possessions wow
against possible seizure in

The black widow is the only case of an automobile eele"
New York's mayor, F. H. LaGuardia, has had 13 official resi- poisonous spider of temperate hap—Call
North America.
dences since he took office.
Service Insurance
Newly hatched

spiders

can't

There are 16 republics in the

Agency

Soviet union.
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An Important Message to Prospective
Home Owners And Builders :
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a surprise spread to use as meat
or chicken garnish, or as a topper on desserts. Blueberries,
peaches and cherries make a
grand combination for this; so
Make gelatin salads, meat and
do plums, raspberries and pinefish loaves and simple desserts
apple.
least.
at
days
of
couple
to last a
Once a week—cftener if the
ALEXANDER GEORGE :Acne them carefully. Nar!th a hot
family are big eaters—go on a
reveg:table,
soup, or creamed
Press Writer
coking spree. (Try to pick out a
freshing salad. cod meat or fish
want extra kitchen and dainty dessert, your dinner cool day.) Bake a fish or meat
loaf, fry a chicken or two and
C you can enjoy more menu comes out wholes me and
boil part of a ham or a tongue.
un with the family? with little work at the regular Bake some fruit, a layer of boa-.
time.
meal
wife does but, most cf
!cake, custards and a coffee
• •
•
dessertsbread. Also nut, peanut butter,
t to know, how?
Select acme of the
ke p
er than you think, but from the summer's array of ber- orange or prune bread
mcis, seveal days and makes
e planning with a eapi- • ties, fruits and melons. Served
grand sandwiches for snack or
11 dinners that can be with plain cookies or cakes they
trave l meal. Mix cocky dough
energy
and save
mostly in the morning provide vitamins
and keep it in the refrieerator.
preparation,
Prepare assorted salad dressings
're ding up the kitchen in
When you have just a few dabs
)
Ise,
foods with an eye for of :ruits or berries left over, cook 1French, boiled, mayonn
gelatin salad mold and a refrigdeuble up on vegetable them up with two-thirds as much
erator dessert (a frozen one will
t cooking so that what sugar as fruit. That wt.: give you please). Boil :rut: sy.ups for hurry-up beverages and then you are
all set for serving days to come.

en Shortcuts
to Lighten
ter Work

you can't eat today you can use
tomorrow—but disguised so cleverly it carries no leftover st.gma.
• •
•

ANT OTHER
THERS TO
OW OF RETONGA

'on And Sluggish ConRelieved.
'ri:mptly
r.. HIakeman; Gives
--has won the heartfel: i
of thousonds of men
n in the very prime of
found themselves sufin insufficient flow ci
'ees in the stomach
ih bowels, which kept
ng weak and miserable.'
MRS. SYBIL BLAKEMAN
ce Mrs. Sybil B.ake1 known resident of
tried Retonga I found
g. Ky., and for a num- "When I
ars a resident of Louts- a real medicine It quickly relieved my sour. gassy indigestion.
la res
a was a veritable bless- I have regained several pounds,
. It looked like I would and I :eel better and stronger in
flu my strength after every way than I have in five
was born about five years My bowels are function'ng
. I suffered with sour regularly without taking laxiand gassy bloating tives,and I am net troubled with
ed me miserably. I those terrible swimming headcrt to laxatives regular- aches. I Want to especially reyoung
suffered with terrible commend Retonga to
medicine to
headaches. Everything mothers who need a
med to fail and I build up their strength."
o medicine made would
Gat genuine Retonga today at
y worthwaile relief.
Damsons Drug Store.

Prospects For Big
Quail Crop Good
Frankfort, August 15—Prospects :or a bigger and better
quail crop are very good at the
present time according to reports received oy tne Division of
Game and Fish from all sections
of the State.
Weather conditions have been
'dear tor good 'residue by the' Bub
White quail. The Divis.on of
Game and Fish re.eaed melee
than 22,000 Bob Weite quail in
pairs duriee; last Aerie The quail
season opens November 24.

"Build-Up" Reliec
Exp!ained to Women
A simple method tics saved many
women a lot of suffering!
It is based on the fact that headaches, nervousness, cramp-like pain
are often symptoms of functional
dytmenorrlies due to malnutrition.
Help for this condition so often
Isllows the use of CARDUI, because it usually increases the appetite and the flow of gastric juice;
thus aids digestion and helps build
physical resistance. Usual result
is less periodic distress.
Many who take CARDUI • few
days before and during "the time"
have found this helps ease periodic
discomfort. Women have used
CARDUI for more than 50 years!

Club

Plans Annual Outing

Several months ago this -bank subscribed to the ARCHITECTURFORUM, a beautiful art magazine devoted largely to advanced practices in building. The April issue contains

AL

50 Small House Plans
as well as an illustrated article of suggestions for improving the
appearance ;and livability of homes in the low price class. This article
cites nany ways to prevent the usualbox-like appearance and how to add
charm and character to the small home. Many of these suggestions

Add Nothing to The Cost!
The July issue of ARCHITECTURAL FORUM carries photographs,
plans and an interesting article on the eight "Life Houses", published in
the July 1 issue of LIFE magazine. We nave also collected a small library of other house planning publications, which we will be glad to loan

Without Charge
to all bona fide prospective home builders, asking only that you
return them within a few days, in good condition, so that they can be
loaned to others. Our only thought. in offering this service is to assist in
making the homes of Princeton

More Attractive
and the city, as a whole, more pleasant and desirable for all. Naturally we hope that occasionally we may have the opportunity to assist in the
financing of new homes, and we invite you to consult with us relative
to any

F:nancing Problems
you may have. There is no chat ge for such consulation and our
charges on mortgage loans are the towest available. We have several
types of loans and can fit the needs of the individual borrower in all cases
where his requirements are sound. Many find our monthly repayment
plan (whereby both principal and interest is paid in small monthly installments over a period of years) most attractive.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Princetc n, Kentuci<y
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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Caldwell-Lyon
Field Day Tour
Set For Aug. 20

Cummins Bro
Texaco Distri

Notice to Contractors

'The Little Woman
Wasn't To Blame

by
Sealed bids will be received
at
Highways
wee
of
(41—It
OKLAHOMA CITY
the Departinent
quite a night lu surburban Spenits office, Frankfort, Kentucky,
you
on
cer. Came daylight, and
until 10:00 a. m. C.S.T.
could look in almost any blcok
1940,
September,
of
day
6th
the
and see a pair of trousers in the
publicat which time bits will be
street, pockets turned inside out.
imIn nearby houses men were
ly opened and read for the
-Caldwell
trying to remember where they
Lyon
provement of:
had left their trousers the night
Counties SP 72-11, 17-222 The
before. Then someone discovered
beginKuttawa-Freclonia
there had been a crime wave.
ning approximately 1 mile north
were
homes
instanres
In six
of Kuttawa and extending into
raided, trousers removed and left
Fredonia, a distance of approxithe
street,
In yards or in the
mately 10.427 miles. Base stabiliI valuables removed.
type of construction.
zation
Plans have been completed for
Losses ranged from 20 cents to
attention of prospective
The
Caldwell-Lyon
Annual
Tenth
the
bidders is called to prequalificitBeef Cattle Field Day and Tour,
Time
tion requirements and necessity
Hot
to
according
20,
Tuesday, Aug.
securing certificate of eligifor
F.
Graham,
County Agent J.
bility.
Animal,
Wayland Rhoads, of the
PORTLAND, Dre. (W)—A wrist
The attention of bidders is diHusbandry Department, and Mr. watch owned by J. F. Cross, a
rected to the special provisions
Summers, of the Markets Depart; baker fell from a shirt pocket
covering subletting or assigning
ment, College of Agriculture, and into a batch of dough and was
the contract.
Mack Hopson, farmer and er- discovered 2,5 minutes later stickThe attention of prospective
tension beef cattle feeder .0
The
) ing out of a loaf of bread.
bidders is also called to the DeTrigg county, will appear on Use watch, despite the 550 - degree
partment's regulation which pro- •
program,
•oven temperature, ticked on for
hIletts the issuance of proposals
Beef cattle men from Cald44 seven hours and was simply re4:00 p. m. of the day preafter
delega
and
counties
Lyon
and
leaired at a jewelry shop.
the opening of bids.
ceding
counie,4;
adjoining
Lions from
Further information, bidding
will assemble at Pettit Btos.'Hoyd Satterfield, inspect feeders
proposals, etc., will be furnished
farm at 9 o'clock and start The , and review feeding methods; 11:•up,on application to the Franktour from that punt. Three , 40 a. m., J. I. Lester, inspect
fort Office.
ding herd, pasture improveInrms are to be visited in
The right is reserved to reject
morning and three in the afte -1ment, study soil management
any and all bids.
moon. A barbecue lunch will be program; 12:45 p. m., barbecue
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
1 ); seryed at the farm oi R. J. Yaeigthench, R. J. Yates, Kuttawa-luka
Dated at Frankfort, Kentucky
Road; 1:30 p. en., discussion, ob11.1.(yon county, at nominal cost.
August 13, 1940
Farmers making the tour will servation of tour, feeding and
Wayland
.isave an opportunity to stelklY breeding problems,
iethods of feeding and pasture 'Rhoads, College of Agriculture,
$25 or blear Conscience
.Improvement, and to inspec Lexington; 2:011 p. m., market
'
Summers,
Mr.
some of the best breeding herde trends and outlook,
RICHMOND, Ind. (Al—An un,college of Agriculture; 2-:20 p. m.,
in Western Kentucky.
printed note came to the
signed,
;
Program: 9:00 a. m,, assembler grasses and their importance for tag
Second National bank with a $20
*t Pettit Bros., Eddyville Road, beet cattle farmers. Mack Hop"Received $25 too
, 2:50 FOR A RATHER dressed-up day and a $5 bill.
inspect breeding herd and fee -n, Trigg ccunty farmer.
much change back either in Nocrs; 10:00 a. m., Ile W. Satterfield,..p. m., R. J. Yates, inspect breed- at World's Fair, Josephine Johnvember or December, 1937, from
study feeding methods and pas-114 herd; 3:30 p. m., T. J. Mc- son, debutante, recommends this
either second or third window
Lure improvement; 10:40 a. me !Kinney, inspect breeding herd.
from
the
frock
slim-brown crepe
from front along west," the note
She
World of Fashion display.
said. "A girl made the mistake."
didn't hit the duck.

Beef Cattle Herds and
Farms in Two Counties to be Inspected
Tuesday, Aug. 20

ou SAVE 20% onlbenney's.4` and 8'Notion

Notions for the Nation

The'
AKIN
WILLI

Penco• Pins, 160 count •
Coats' or Clark's Thread
Penimaid• Sewing Needles
36 Penco• Bobby Pins
Chromium-Plated Thimble
1.2 Penisnap• Fastners

Majestic' Shoe Polish
60" Tape Measure—Reversible
4 Aluminum Hair Curlers
12 Penimaid• Pearl Buttons
Penimaid* Rick Rack-Sunfast
300-yd. ONT Thread

PENIMAID• QUALITY!

Solid 'Steel Scissors

Sanitary Napkins

EH
mow

15c

EOM
-KITE

LtE
IT
l'S
)-CU

Super-soft for
extra comfort
Filled with
softest fluffed
cellulose!

Sanitary Belts

O
'FR

MOTHPROOF

'1

loc

Large Size Ipana
TOOTH CREAM

Effective now, all classified ads
must be paid for when ordered,
except in cases of business firms
having regular advertising aocounts with the Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
rule.

is

Preserves and
protects shoe
leather! Pro-

RUBBERIZED PERCALE

Diaper Bag

2Sc
Gay prints!
Strong frame
bottom! :useful!

SHIELD EXPERT
H. M. SHEVNAN,
expert of Chicago, will
be at the Madison
sonville, Saturday,
17, from 9 A. M. to 4
Mr. Shevnan says:
Shield is a tremendo
ment over all former
effecting immediate
will not only hold the
perfectly but increase
lation, strengthens the
ed parts, thereby c
opening in ten days o
muff set, rage case, regardless
Mine. Pauline uses fox heads for this glamour hat and
lifting, straining or an
It's less expensive than those made of full fox skins.
the body may assume
the size or location. A
, known scientific meth
George G. Danie.s, 63 years der straps or cumbe
rangements aisd at4
old, carpenter, died at his home
Medicines or medical t
on N. Jefferson street Wednesday
Mr. Shevnan will
was
morning, Aug. 7, and
demonstrate without c
buried at Cedar Hill cemetery Add. 6441 N. Richm
following funeral services con- Chicago. Large Incisio
Jchn H. Peters, 73 years old, ducted from his home at 2:30 or rupture following
Rev. W. L.
died at his home on Cadiz street Friday afternoon.
operation especially so
Baker, pastor of Ogden Memorial
after-,
at 3 o'clock Wednesday
Methodist church, was in charge
noon, Aug. 14. Funeral will be of the services. Surviving are his
held Friday afternoon.
widow, and a daughter, Mrs.
Surviving are his widow; two Presley Goodwin, Princeton.
Hi-Jinks In Horseland
brothers, Henry Peters, Lopris-I
PLTEBLO, Colo. (iP)—Pony with Port, Ind. and Edd Peters, Meld:Masonic Meeting
a pent house is "Babe," a blue co, Ind.; his children: John, Eli,
Meeting Clinton Lodge No. 82
blooded Shetland owned by yinLuther, Mrs. Sid Martin, all of called for 7:33 Monday evening,
cent Kerwin, a businessman.
0111
Kerwin thought Pueblo boys and Princeton and Mrs. Rosie Blev- August 19th., to confer the secgirls would enjoy seeing Babe. ens, Metropolis, Ill.; Charles, ond degree. Brethren take notice. The Coca-Cola Botth
MONDAYS
II L.
So he had her hoisted to the top Caw Taw, Ill.; Mrs. Vcgelsberg, Visiting brothers welcome.
THRU
A. C. Nuekols, Master,
H
of a building and established her Louisville; and Mrs, Lucille Dunn,
FRIDAYS
G. W. Tow ery, Secretary.
in a temporary stable. Children Kenosha, Wis.
inset( her from a nearby viaduct.

George G. Daniels

Deaths and
Funerals
John H.Peters
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•ROAST fore'ter lb

Try This eine
'or Stubborn Beards!

''Super-Thin Razor
Blades
, • 25 for 25c
Shseirper blades for closer
shaved! 33 1-3% thinner and
40* more flexible than the
average Swedish steel blade.
The box has a compartment
for used blades.

7,c

•MUTTON hindquarter lb. 10c
▪ Gibson

Big 8 COI. ft. rapacity.
Model LE18-90

ALL-STEEL eMIINET• STRINLEss STEEL SWF
F,..,., • Tol-a-FE•oll Indicator • IONA/
Light • Vegetallil• tottainoc•7 PIECE oat of
colorful Rama • Emma Sealed ht. Stool
5-E THRIFT UNIT.

SWEEP*0 PRICE REDUCTIONS!
You can now buy thil
model I.R6B 6.2 Coo. Ft, Six.
1940 Model for only

See Our Unique Window Display

"271wer•s•

Fresh Fruits & Vegetable

or Norwood Sliced

'

7
BACON
2C
•1
lb.

.:elan

Princeton Lumber Co.
Phone 260

No. 2 can

Excellent Quality 1-1b, cellophine

•Mutton Roast forequarter lb.

194."

can

Kellogg's Corn
•
FLAKES
jumbo size 10c
Marshmallows bag 10
•
un Red Tomato
HOG
29c PURE
Catsup 4 14 oz. bots.
3
LARD 50-lb. can
Better Meat Values

I
O

Fresh and Tender Pork
lb.

8'
,c

6-lbs.

23c

O LIVER

4 Fresh and Meaty Neck
1

•BONES
•
Fresh
•
•
•

160 SIZE

LEMONS

doz.

25

TOKAY
GRAPES

CALIFORNIA
CARROTS

YELLOW
ONIONS

driver
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ds and
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It of
No. 116, A
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1o'clock.
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Large No. Va Size Vienna

JUICE

•

. *0.3

pkg.

•

•

•

RICE

KRISPIES

SAUSAGE
•'COO/TaliP
•
•DOLE'S FANCY PINEAPPLE oc Shaver's Grapefruit
•GEMS
tall can
lb. 10C

•
Familiee of Four or More need a BIG
Refrigerator—And Here's a Beauty at
a Bargain Price! All the Convenience,
14
the Thrift, the Durability of a Big
General Electric! Over 16 sq. ft. of
0i
SEelf Area. Over 8 cu. ft. of Storage
0
Space. 10 lbs. of lce-100 Big Cubes
at One Time!
•
Says 'dors Money By Owning a BIG
You can save more left-overs, buy food
in bigger quantities at better prices,
freeze more ice—and not out-grow
your refrigerator's capacity with resulting loss of an early "trade-in",

Paste Polish
e

RUPT

•
- EVIE

MAJESTIC*

8c

Only two of the
cratic Presidential
,this century—Wilson
velt—were elected.
Sicily, Italian
eat to Malta, is 63 ml

FOR RENT—Ist of month. House
located on East Main St. See FOR RENT-5-room house, Can
uP
be 2 and 3-room apt. Also
W. L. Davis—Marble & Gra900
furnished.
apt,
2-room
reg-tf-up.
nite Works.
it-pd.
N. Jefferson.
Vinson Tourist Camps 3 miles
FOR RENT—Apartment. Private
West Princeton, Road 91.
bath, entrance, and garage.
New, Clean, Comfortable.
Call Mrs. M. H. Blythe, 423-J
and thinking always of the welfare and comf n-t of their customers the Red Front S
Singles $1.00, Doubles $2.00.
have purchased twenty seven hundred sets of creamax Tableware, a solid carload.
2 t-p FOR SALE-6-room house and
of twnety pieces packed in an individual cart in. Naturally a purchase of this size 11.1'
lot on Madisonville Street,
at an extremely low price, This saving is being handed on to the customers of the Red
FOR SALE—Kitchen sink with
known as Scarberry property.
Stores in the following manner: Alter the pu -chase of $5.00 worth of merchandise f
mixing faucets, good condiSee Curtis Townes or write
any Red Front, you get a set of Cremax tableware for 79c. On display at all Red
Drennan,
tion. See Leo Linton.
Hubert (Red)
2t-pd.•Stores. Examine them, every family, rich or poor will find them useful. Get your card
Morton's Gap, Ky.
FOR RENT-4-Room house, mod•More for your Money all the time,
ern convenience, on S. Jef- FOR RENT-3-room apt. Modern
ferson. See. H. M. Johnson,
conveniences — Reasonable.•
2-t
510 S. Jefferson.
504 E. Shepherdson.
•:7hocolate Marshmallow
KELLOGG'S

A' special value at wa,„,
47%.
Penney's

500 CLEANSING TISSUES
Velour* — the
'Sanitary tissue
for colds and removing makeup!

duces long
lasting gloss!

C

Garment Bags
Keep Clothes Moth
Creel

10c

1E-1'

it as A

Dress Shields

CHILDREN & ADULTS

"T•en 'maid
good quality,
price! Bristles
are:eh aped to
,Jltkan all parts

•sk, "V,
an Ci
lees,
a

Talon Fasteners
Automatic
locks! /sr
For perfect fit! Variety of lengths and
Itolors.
Washable! Durable
nainsook and la- 1SC
tex!

n „ Tooth Brushes

IOU sant!,
at the
FIEVROk
'hat it
egardlee

5"
Rust-resisting
and 6" blades. Fine25C
cutting edges!
RUST RESISTING!

19.

Washable ''Lastex"
Easy stretch for
comfort! Pins attached,

Texaco gasoline and
in their two Princet
stations, effective Aug
announced.
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K. R. and J. E c
been appointed eat
Texaco produce!
)In
Lyon counties end

Road

Classified Ads

Car

"Th UThifiay, Aug.

The-Prineeten Lerrder,.Primeton,%Kenttteky

bunch
3 pounds 1

Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meats. More for your Nf0ne3 all the t

:Red Front Store
:•••••••••••••••••••••••••000

Taylor,
tod bookkee
tielest seven
georrille,
Ike% emp
She has
Mie, Jo
Phone, No.
Partiee
thurthes •
$8 the Lea

(Weil

